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1. Introduction  
 

1.1 National context  
 
Immigration is a key economic and social issue - fuelling economic growth, meeting labour and skills 
needs (through choice, necessity or both), and our culture and way of life. Yet it can place short-term 
social and service pressures in areas where communities find it hard to integrate. Sometimes 
because of this, public opinion has tended to favour reducing migration levels.  
 
This is a crucial time for the UK migration system, with Government focusing its attention on building 
an evidence base (e.g. the work of the Migration Advisory Committee and the European Migration 
Network – understanding the economic and social impacts of the UK’s exit from the EU) and 
developing its settlement scheme (e.g. the EU Settlement Scheme – for EU, EEA or Swiss citizens and 
their families to apply to continue living in the UK after 30 June 2021).   
 
In February 2019, the Office for National Statistics (ONS) published long-term international migration 
statistics for the UK for the year ending September 20181. While net migration continues to add to 
the population of the UK (with an estimated 283,000 people moving to the UK with an intention to 
stay for 12 months of more), and this figure remains broadly stable since the end of 2016; different 
patterns for EU and non-EU migration are now emerging:  
 

 Non-EU net migration was the highest since 2004; this follows a gradual increase in 
immigration of non-EU citizens over the past five years for work and study.  

 The number of EU citizens coming to the UK continues to add to the population; however, 
EU net migration has fallen to a level last seen in 2009.  

 More EU8 citizens – those from central and eastern European countries – left the UK than 
arrived, as the number arriving fell and the numbers leaving increased. This pattern for EU8 
differs from all other EU countires which have continued to see more people arriving than 
leaving.   

 
Government has sought to work with Local Authorities to understand the benefits that immigration 
brings to an area; the short term pressure it places on communities and services; and how this 
pressure might be mitigated.    
 
In November 2017, Boston Borough Council was awarded £1.4 million by the Ministry of Housing, 
Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) to deliver a programme of activity aimed at mitigating 
the impact of inward migration and building community capacity and resilience in Boston.  
 
The funding comes from the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government’s (MHCLG) 
Controlling Migration Fund. This is intended to respond to the problems caused by high immigration 
into localities as identified by Local Authorities and to deliver benefits to the established resident 
population. The Fund has two parts:  
 

1. A ‘local services impact’ part = intended to help Local Authorities and their communities 
experiencing high and unexpected volumes of immigration to ease pressures on local 
services. This part is focused on benefitting both the established resident community as well 

                                                           
1 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/internationalmigration/bu
lletins/migrationstatisticsquarterlyreport/february2019  

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/internationalmigration/bulletins/migrationstatisticsquarterlyreport/february2019
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/internationalmigration/bulletins/migrationstatisticsquarterlyreport/february2019
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as supporting wider community cohesion and the integration of recent migrants in the UK 
legitimately.  

2. An ‘enforcement’ part = to direct enforcement action against people in the UK illegally in 
order to reduce the pressure on local services. This includes work to tackle rogue landlords 
and rough sleepers, to restrict access to benefits and to improve compliance among 
businesses.  

 
The MHCLG and Home Office prospectus, sought proposals from Local Authorities that:  
 

o Would achieve benefits for established resident communities.  
o Where appropriate, Local Authorities were encouraged to work in partnership with other 

authorities, public sector organisations and the voluntary and community sector.  
o Would last 1-2 year to mitigate the problematic impacts associated with immigration 

relating to recent migrant communities who have arrived within the past 5-10 years.  
 
Proposals covering some or all of the following activities were encouraged:   
 

o Activities to build community cohesion and encourage integration (e.g. learning English, 
translation costs, extension of local facilities, accepted civic and social norms).  

o Activities to tackle the increase in rough sleeping by non-UK nationals.  
o Activities to tackle rogue landlords (e.g. rooting out ‘beds in sheds’, tackling overcrowded 

and dangerous accommodation).  
o Other activities that help in reshaping services to reduce additional demand (e.g. sharing 

services between Local Authorities and other public bodies).  
 

1.2 Local context – the Boston picture   
 
While Government recognises that detailed local data about recent migration, including how new 
communities interact with established communities and interact with local services is not always 
available, the application submitted by Boston Borough Council (working with other public bodies 
and the voluntary and community sector) was informed by:  
 

o Migration data and statistics: showing how Boston had experienced the highest rate of 
migration between 2001 and 2011 per head of population in the UK; with the Eastern 
European community increasing from 1% to 11% over this time period. 15.3% of Boston’s 
population live in areas defined as the 10% most deprived in Lincolnshire – with many 
migrants moving into these deprived and overcrowded parts of the area.  

o Information on local service pressures: how Boston Borough Council experiences a 
disproportionate amount of Council Tax and Business Rate Relief from EU services. Although 
only 15-20% of the Boston population is Eastern European, they represent 50% of the cases 
routed through the police custody and court system locally; including an over 
representation of drink driving and domestic abuse cases.  

o Feedback from established residents: identified pressures on schools, health services, 
housing, as well as issues around a lack of English language skills amongst some parts of the 
migrant community and anti-social behaviour (e.g. a perception that only migrants urinate 
in public places, rough sleeping in parks and open spaces).    

  
All of this is seen as leading towards a ‘them and us’ feeling amongst established residents; including 
a perception that the public sector is not doing enough for its community amid a large migrant 
community that is well serviced.  Applying to the Fund was therefore seen as an important step 
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towards helping the Local Authority and its many partners increase their capacity in working with to 
address some of these issues.   
 
Analysis undertaken by the Evaluation Team in May 2019 provides an up-to-date picture of 
international migration in Boston, using official statistics for the years between 2008 and 2017.  The 
charts for this analysis can be seen in Appendix 1.  Boston had an estimated population of 62,176 in 
2008 which increased to 68,488 in 2017, representing growth of just over 10% (ONS, 2018).  Over 
the same period, the population of Lincolnshire and England increased by just over 7%.  With 45.6% 
of live births born to non-UK born mothers in 2017, Boston arguably has the highest rate of any UK 
non-urban local authority district.  The highest rate was recorded in the London borough of Brent, at 
75.7% (ONS, 2017).  
 
Long-term international migration flows into Boston have exceeded 1,000 per year between 
2007/08 and 2016/17. In-migration of long-term migrants peaked at 1,903 in 2008-09, before 
declining to 1,082 in 2010/11 following the recession.  Since then, the in-flow of long-term 
international migrants increased year-on-year, reaching a peak in 1,733 in 2015/16. The latest data 
for 2016/17 shows a fall back to 1,374, which may be related to the 2016 EU referendum.  Over the 
same period, in-flows from short-term international migrants have increased from 636 in 2007/08 to 
1,320 in 2015/16, continuing to increase year-on-year including the period of the recession. There is 
currently no data for 2016/17, although this may show a decline in parallel to long-term 
international migration.  The data on long-term international migration published by ONS in 
February 2019, however, may have particular and specific implications for Boston which has 
attracted migrants from central and Eastern Europe and who may now be leaving in greater 
numbers than arriving [return migration].   
 
Data from National Insurance Number (Nino) registrations and registrations with GP surgeries 
present a similar picture over the last 10 years, with rates rising up to 2016. More recent data is 
available for Nino registrations, which show a sharp drop of 28% between 2016 and 2018, and 
providing further evidence that in-migration may have slowed following the EU referendum (DWP, 
2018). 
 
 

1.3 Inclusive Boston  
 
Boston Borough Council and its partners brought together this national and local context to develop 
‘Inclusive Boston’. The proposal submitted to the Fund covered the following themes:  
 

o English language support  
o Rouge landlords initiative  
o Migrant rough sleeping initiative  
o Data and evidence gathering  
o Service integration  
o Cohesion  
o Synergy across the above theme  

 
The partnership identified a range of projects and activities within these themes, covering 4 principal 
areas:  
 

1. A passion for people  
2. Community leadership, advice and integration 
3. Adding value to learning English  
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4. Doing what’s important to our community 
  
The overall intention of these 4 themes is to:  
 

o Increase the range of English language support available – from introductory English to post 
ESOL English fluency – so that speaking English is recognised as key to being able to 
participate fully in British society and understand British values by recent migrants.    

o Extend the capacity of advice and advocacy services available to the local community.  
o Develop volunteering opportunities and coordinate and sustain volunteering in ways that 

support individuals and local communities.  
o Develop the housing, council tax collection and anti-social behaviour enforcement capacity 

within the Council to redress the enforcement deficit that has arisen as a direct consequence 
of migration.  

o Address community demand for additional sport and gym facilities by increasing the offer at 
local facilities including the Council’s own gym (which is only able to meet 50% of latent 
demand).  

o Bring community Christmas back into Boston by investing in a community Christmas lighting 
scheme bringing together all sectors of the local community.  

 
Inclusive Boston is looking to make a distinctive and long-lasting contribution to the area beyond the 
funded period:  
 

o The scale of the partnership means the projects and activities across the 4 themes can be 
properly brought together.  

o Communities have been involved in identifying the need (for the proposal) and in the design 
and delivery of projects and activities. The project is intended to increase capacity and 
access to services for established residents.  

o The collation of new research, data and information for Boston that measures the scale and 
pace of migration – as well as the benefits of the Fund to the established community and the 
wider impacts and achievements of the themes (via Social Return on Investment analysis).  

 
The Fund is predicated on achieving benefits for the established resident community. Inclusive 
Boston was set up to deliver this through established residents seeing:  
 

 Increased enforcement to tackle housing, crime issues, anti-social behaviour and reoffending 
issues.  

 An investment in assets, events and initiatives valued by local people but stretched because 
of how migration has forced the redirection of resources.  

 Increased revenue collection which will provide ongoing resources to deliver local services.  

 Additional sport and exercise facilities that increase existing resident’s ability to access what 
they want, when they want thus addressing the issues of latent demand. 

 The recruitment and training of non-UK nationals for their bi-lingual skills that will enable 
volunteer-led services to ease pressures on services where demand exceeds supply.  This will 
speed up the access to advice and information demanded by the local population. 

 Stronger community leadership through integrated volunteering, better engagement with 
the whole community, the promotion of British Values (speaking English especially) that are 
supported by a network volunteers and community leaders.  

 The removal of barriers to people getting to know other people to enable perceptions and 
real problems to be tackled at a human level.   

 Volunteering as a pathway into employment, health and wellbeing and social cohesion.    
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 Increased Housing Enforcement that tackles and disrupts the impact that rogue and criminal 
landlords have within communities and on the individuals who are exploited by them. 

 Additional enforcement activity that prevents deters and acts to reduce the low level anti-
social behaviour.  

 Extended gym provision in the right place for those residents who currently can’t access 
local facilities.  

 Access to new, extended multi-use facilities to meet the growing demand but lack of supply 
for local sports provision.   

 Maximising the collection of Council Tax that is due to Boston Borough Council, Lincolnshire 
County Council and the Police and Crime Commissioner.  
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2. About the evaluation   
 
In the funding prospectus, the MHCLG and the Home Office set out its expectations that projects 
supported by the Fund would include some degree of evaluation. This is part of an attempt to 
develop ‘further understanding as to how migration affects local services and communities’, and to 
‘cultivate a better understanding of local responses which work.’  
 
This section summarises the work being undertaken by the external evaluation team led by Rose 
Regeneration and Lincoln International Business School (University of Lincoln).  

 
2.1 Summary of the questions, methodology and timescales for the evaluation 
 
The invitation to tender prepared by Boston Borough Council and Community Partners contained 

the following requirements:  

a) Co-design the evaluation framework and develop return on investment modelling with key 

stakeholders.  

b) Liaise with project leads and key stakeholders to collect data on the development and 

impact of the component projects.  

c) Deliver an iterative evaluation and return on investment modelling for all elements of the 

project over the two-year period.  

d) Provide objective and independent reporting on the outcomes and impact on community 

cohesion, community leadership and integration.  

e) Act as a critical friend to the project leads during delivery, providing feedback as lessons are 

learned.  

f) Complete the relevant gateway and learning reports, return on investment analysis and the 

final evaluation report at the end of the project.   

The evaluation we are undertaking is both ‘formative’ (taking place during the delivery of the 

project) and ‘summative’ (assessing the project at the very end of year 2).  

The evaluation has three components (drawn from HM Treasury’s Magenta Book):  

1. Process evaluation - this is an assessment of how Inclusive Boston is being implemented 

and if it is being delivered as was intended at the outset.    

2. Impact evaluation – this is an assessment of the impact and achievements of Inclusive 

Boston so far (on the established resident community and recent migrants).    

3. Economic evaluation - this is an assessment of how much Inclusive Boston costs and 

how it is offering value-for-money.   

The table below provides a breakdown of the evidence we will be collecting and the work we will be 

undertaking across the duration of the evaluation:  
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 Year Activities Outputs 
Fo

rm
at

iv
e

 
 
 
 
1 

 Inception meeting.  

 Establishment of project evaluation team – comprised 
of representatives from Rose Regeneration, 
University of Lincoln, Boston Borough Council and 
Community Partners.  

 A review of data and documents used to develop the 
proposal.  

 A review of monitoring information collected so far.  

 Discussions with Community Partners – including 
observation of project delivery.   

 Interviews/focus groups with beneficiaries.  

 Interviews with stakeholders and other local 
organisations that support the established community 
and recent migrants.   

 Development of case studies.  

 Attendance at board meetings.   

 Attendance at Community Leadership Forum.  

 Sharing and learning event to triangulate emerging 
findings.  

Interim Report 

 
 
Mid-2 

Su
m

m
at

iv
e 

 
 
End-2 

 Social Return on Investment (SROI) analysis.  

 Analysis of additional data captured during project 
delivery.  

 Focus group to triangulate findings.  

Final Report 
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2.2 Evaluation activities undertaken so far  
 
The table below summarises the main evaluation activities carried out between November 2018 and May 2019:  
 

 2018 2019  

 Dec  JAN FEB MAR APR May  

PROCESS  

An assessment of how the 
project is being 
implemented and if it is 
being delivered as intended.   
 

Strategic Added Value (SAV) 
incorporated into monitoring 
template for community 
partners 

Evaluation team collated/logged examples of SAV:  these are refinements and 
improvements made to Inclusive Boston’s systems and processes.   

 

Develop draft theory of 
change: this explains on one 
sheet of paper why Inclusive 
Boston was needed and what 
it set out to achieve.  

Attendance at  LCVS 
Community Leadership 
Forum  

 Update theory of 
change in light of 
practical delivery and 
following feedback 
from Community 
Partners, stakeholders 
and beneficiaries.   

 

Ongoing review of quarterly reporting collated by Boston Borough Council and submitted 
to the funder.   
 

Identification of any additional analysis the 
evaluation team can undertake.  

IMPACT  

An assessment of the 
impact and achievements of 
the project so far on 
established residents and 
recent migrants  

Develop key lines of enquiry 
for Community Partners: 
these are a set of standard 
questions to collect 
information for the 
evaluation.   

Complete key lines of enquiry with each Community Partner   

Observation 
of delivery – 
BLIC  

  Observation of delivery – 
Citizens Advice  

  

Develop 
beneficiary 
interview 
guide and 
consent 
form  

8 interviews to be undertaken each quarter with established community residents and recent 
migrants.  
3-4 case studies written up.  
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 2018 2019  

 Dec  JAN FEB MAR APR May  

 Liaise with Community Partners and other groups that support established residents and recent 
migrants (e.g. St Mary’s Church outreach work with the polish community)  

 

  Meeting with Christmas in 
Boston group  

  

  Develop key lines of enquiry 
for stakeholders  

Undertake 3-4 stakeholder interviews   

  Community Partner 
contacted individually to 
go through SROI and 
information needed for 
draft analysis 

 Run information 
through the Social 
Value Engine and 
estimate SROI 
delivered by the 
project so far. 

ECONOMIC  

An assessment of how much 
the project costs and how it 
is delivering value-for-
money    

  An understanding of overall 
project cost and unit costs 

  Compare costs with 
other, similar 
programmes  

REPORTING  
 

    Attendance at board 
meeting  

 

 Evaluation 
team meeting 
with client 
group 

  Evaluation team 
meeting with client 
group  

 

 Confirm agenda – including external speaker – venue and format (including 
evaluation findings to be presented) at learning event 

 Sharing & learning 
Event  

  Plan interim evaluation 
report  

Draft interim 
evaluation report  
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2.3 Research Methods 
 

The evaluation has involved the use of a number of research methods to gather new, or primary 
data, from those involved in the delivery of the project, and beneficiaries.  These include:  
 

 Face-to-face qualitative interviews 

 Observation of delivery 

 Case studies 

 Analysis of Social Return on Investment  

 A Sharing and Learning Event 
 

Interviews: Face-to-face qualitative interviews have been undertaken with a three key groups 
involved in the project. These are: (i) Community Partners involved in the delivery of the project; (ii) 
project beneficiaries from both the recent migrant and established resident community; and (iii) 
wider stakeholders in Boston who are not directly involved in Inclusive Boston but are working on 
similar issues. The evaluation team have agreed to undertake 48 qualitative interviews with 
beneficiaries and wider stakeholders over the course of the project. 
 
Interviews with Community Partners have focused on questions related to the process of delivery, 
and its impact and achievements.  Using a discussion guide, interviewees have been asked about: (i) 
activities being delivered and how this fits with existing delivery; (ii) number of recent migrants and 
established residents supported and where referrals come from; (iii) strengths of the Inclusive 
Boston project and potential improvements; and (iv) how the Inclusive Boston project has supported 
and/or built organisational capacity both internally and with other partners. 
 
The interviews of beneficiaries from both the recent migrant and established communities have 
been led by the University of Lincoln.  Beneficiaries have been asked a series of questions, using an 
interview guide and consent form (seen in Appendix 3).  The guide covers (i) the beneficiary’s 
background, how long they have lived in Boston and whether they consider it home; (ii) their 
involvement in the Inclusive Boston project and their experiences so far; (iii) how the project 
contributes to community leadership, opportunities to improve English, improving access to 
information and services; and (iv) reflections on the project and whether it has led to them 
developing any new relationships or become more involved in the community.   
 
To explore the development of beneficiaries’ social networks, they were asked to complete a 
‘sociogram’, an example of which can be seen below.  A similar approach has been used in previous 
studies of migrants and embeddedness, including Louise Ryan’s 2018 study of Polish migrants in 
London2.  The sociogram helps interviewees to consider the relationships that they have developed 
in all areas of their lives, whether in their family, friendships groups, at work or at wider groups, 
clubs, schools etc.   The interviewer can use the sociogram as a prompt to help explore changes in 
social networks as a result of participating in the project, and whether these networks are mainly 
within their own communities or from across recent migrant and established resident communities.   
 
Interviews undertaken with wider stakeholders of the project have focused on: (i) awareness of 
Inclusive Boston, its strengths and potential improvements; (ii) how the project contributes to 
community leadership, opportunities to improve English, improving access to information and 
services; and (iii) how the Inclusive Boston project has supported and/or built organisational capacity 
both internally and with other partners. 

                                                           
2 Louise Ryan (2018) Differentiated embedding: Polish migrants in London negotiating belonging over 

time, Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, 44:2, 233-251, DOI: 10.1080/1369183X.2017.1341710 
 

https://doi.org/10.1080/1369183X.2017.1341710
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Sociogram 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Interviews have been arranged with the cooperation of community partners, who have referred 
beneficiaries to the evaluation team and arranged for interviews to take place on their premises.  As 
the following table shows, interviews have been undertaken with 19 beneficiaries and stakeholders 
(from a target of 16 for this period of the project).  Interviews were also undertaken with four staff 
involved in project delivery.  
 
The evaluation team intends to interview a balance of beneficiaries and stakeholders from the 
established resident and recent migrant communities.  As the table shows, there is currently an 
over-representation of those from the recent migrant community, with 13 members of the recent 
migrant community, and 10 from the established resident community in the sample. From the 
recent migrant community, interviewees were from Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Romania. 
    
Interviews undertaken for Inclusive Boston Evaluation, October 2018 – March 2019 
 

 Migrant Community English Community 
Community Partners  Kate Bird, Citizens Advice 
  Julie Mitchell, Taylor ITEX 
 Elena O’Callaghan, Lincolnshire CVS Julie Arthur, Lincolnshire CVS 
 

 

 
Beneficiaries Bringing Learning into 

Communities participants (4) 
Christmas in Boston Group (3) 

 Community Leaders (2) Community Leaders (2) 
 Citizens Advice General Advisor (1) Citizens Advice General Advisor (1) 
 Boston Stump volunteers (3)  
   
Stakeholders St Mary’s Catholic Church (2) St Mary’s Catholic Church (1) 
  Boston More In Common 

Friends 

Neighbours/hobbies/ 

school/clubs/societies/gym 

Work colleagues 
Family 
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The interview guide and consent form (seen in Appendix 3) and the overall approach have been 
approved through the University’s ethics committee.  Interviewees are asked to sign a consent form 
which has been translated into the main languages spoken in Boston, with the kind assistance of 
Lincolnshire CVS and its network of local volunteer translators.  The interviews have been recorded 
and transcribed, with the agreement of interviewees.  The identity of beneficiaries has been 
anonymised, unless beneficiaries represent a group or organisation – e.g. as in the case of 
community leaders. 
 
Observation: Members of the evaluation team have attended several project activities to observe 
delivery and ask questions to staff and beneficiaries.  The team have attended the following: 
 

 English language classes delivered by Bringing Learning into Communities (BLIC) (October 
2018) 

 Boston More In Common board meeting (February 2019) 

 Boston Office of Mid Lincolnshire Citizens Advice (March 2019) 

 A Community Leadership Forum meeting (March 2019) 
 

From the observation activity, the evaluation team have compiled a log of observations together 
with a list of reflections.  These have been fed back to Community Partners as part of the formative 
evaluation process, via the quarterly evaluation team meetings and the interim evaluation report. 
 
Case Studies: Selected case studies have been developed from the interviews and observation to 
illustrate and showcase some of the activities being delivered by Inclusive Boston. These can be seen 
in Appendix 2. Case studies have been provided of Christmas in Boston Group, Mid-Lincolnshire 
Citizens Advice, Boston More In Common, and the Restore Church.  The case studies provide a 1-2 
page summary of activities that the funding has been used to support, and the difference these have 
made to the community.  A number of ‘participant voice’ case studies have also been compiled 
which present a narrative from the beneficiary’s perspective.  These are anonymised accounts of 
beneficiaries’ experiences of living and working in Boston, of participating in the project, and the 
difference it has made to them. 
 
Social Return on Investment Analysis:  Social Return on Investment is a well established technique 
for ascribing values to outcomes. It involves the identification of a financial proxy for each outcome 
identified, the grossing up of the net value of the outcomes (adjusting for deadweight etc) and the 
division of this value by the input costs for the project to produce a ratio.  
 
In the context of the Inclusive Boston evaluation we have used an online tool: the Social Value 
Engine to identify the financial proxies to ascribe to the outcomes achieved by the programme. This 
tool is accredited by Social Value UK. In addition to providing peer reviewed sources for financial 
proxies it aligns each proxy against one of the 8 domains within the Bristol Accord3 to provide scope 
for a narrative about the place based impacts of each outcome. 
 
We have developed our social value analysis through co-choosing the most appropriate financial 
proxies with the individual projects within the Inclusive Boston initiative. We have also worked with 
each project to agree a series of beneficiary questions which will enable us to make judgements 
about the counterfactual issues which need to be applied to isolating out the final detailed impacts 
in each case. 
 

                                                           
3 The Bristol Accord was developed in 2005 as a means of describing the key characteristics of a sustainable 
community – more information can be accessed via this link: 
https://www.eib.org/attachments/jessica_bristol_accord_sustainable_communities.pdf  

https://www.eib.org/attachments/jessica_bristol_accord_sustainable_communities.pdf
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For year one of the operation we have not developed a full Social Return on Investment  (SROI) 
analysis as we have not had access to all the cost information from the projects. We have however 
been able to indicate (in the relevant section further on in the report) the focus and nature of the 
outcomes being achieved by the programme. At the end of year 2 we will be able to offer a robust 
SROI analysis based on this approach. 
 
Sharing and Learning Event:  A key part, particularly of the formative aspect, of the evaluation is the 
opportunity - as a delivery group - to reflect on progress by stepping back to look at what has been 
achieved at the mid-point of the evaluation. The Evaluation Team, which comprises all the 
community partners involved in project delivery, has been the focus for this process. We developed 
a half day programme which involved an external speaker with a strong overview of migration at the 
UK level – Dr Ruth McAreavey - and migrant and community representatives, stakeholder 
representatives from MHCLG, the Community Fund and the delivery partners. This was held on 16 
May and provided a useful opportunity to reflect on progress and reset the evaluation for year 2. 
The detailed outcomes of this event will be discussed at the next meeting of the Inclusive Boston 
Steering Group in July 2019.   

 
2.4 The purpose of this document 
 
This document is intended to:  
 

 Provide a reference point for assessing process, impact and economic changes as a result of 
Inclusive Boston.   

  Provide a framework for comparing the situation before and after project activities – setting 
out the evaluation activities undertaken to date and where next.  

 Present some of the emerging findings from the evaluation so far.   
 
At the end of April 2019 the MHCLG issued a CMF question toolkit to Local Authorities. Originally the 
toolkit was designed for an overall evaluation of the Controlling Migration Fund being carried out by 
Ipsos MORI. The toolkit was subsequently updated for all projects being funded under CMF as a 
useful additional tool to be considered as part of the evaluation of individual projects. This toolkit 
has been reviewed by the evaluation team and its inclusion in the evaluation going forward is 
explained in subsequent sections of this report.   
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3. Key Findings from the Process Evaluation  

 
This section of the report provides an assessment of how Inclusive Boston is being implemented and 
if it is being delivered as was intended at the outset.  
 

3.1 Review of project objectives – why Inclusive Boston is needed  
 
The Controlling Migration Fund (CMF) is designed to support local areas facing pressures linked to 
recent migration. Proposals had to take into account the following factors:   

o Evidence of migration in the last ten years.  
o Make the strategic case for intervention – what are the issues for public services caused by 

recent migration?  
o The appropriateness and deliverability of the proposal – how are you proposing to tackle the 

problem, and why this is your preferred approach?  
o Clear benefits for the wider local community – compared to a ‘do nothing’ scenario.  
o Proportionality and credibility of funding required – demonstrating Value for Money and 

efficiency.  
o Demonstrating the effectiveness of the intervention – outputs, outcomes and evaluation.  

 
In developing their proposal, Boston Borough Council and Community Partners took the following 
information into account:  
 
Local migration context and its impacts on the established resident community and services:  
 

o It was estimated that 1 in 9 Boston residents comes from one of the new EU countries. 1 in 
20 residents speaks Polish as a main language.  

o More than half of polish-born adults living in Britain are aged 25-35 years and 11% of 
children born in the UK in 2014 had one parent who was an EU migrant – in Boston where 
migrant numbers are above this national baseline, Local Authorities and the NHS have 
responded to an increase in demand for children’s services (e.g. maternity units, school 
places).  

o 95% of people subject to action under the Public Spaces Protection Order prohibiting the 
consumption of alcohol in Boston have been Eastern European.  

o The lack of English language skills amongst parts of the migrant community. 
o Demand analysis of migrant users of existing facilities – revealing that recent migrants are 

typified by young people (especially males) who make extensive use of sport and gym 
facilities.  

o In-year collection rates (2008/2009-2015/2016) – and how the rates compare unfavourably 
with neighbouring authorities and national rates because of the additional burden on 
identifying and tracing problems for the EU migrant working population. Council analysis 
revealed that bad debts are disproportionately occurring amongst the EU community.  

o 20% of Citizens Advice Mid Lincolnshire clients between April-September 2016 were EU 
nationals. Demand for face to face services is 45-60% because of language pressures, putting 
additional pressures on information and advice services – where English is spoken it is often 
not strong enough to deal with complex documents or legal information. Demand outstrips 
supply with around 25% of visitors not being able to be seen within existing advice sessions.  

o BLIC had 200+ plus students attending 12-week courses starting with very basic England and 
progressing to ESOL qualifications. The sessions were being delivered over 4 evenings and 1 
daytime slot and delivered on an entirely voluntary basis with a long waiting list. BLIC 
prepared an evidence base setting out how, having improved their English reading and 
writing, some participants had gained promotion at work, a better job, achieved residency 
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and/or were undertaking voluntary work.  Inclusive Boston provided a means for BLIC to 
offer paid hours to keep up with demand – extending the time tutors can spend with 
students due to additional admin capacity and increasing migrant’s affordable access to 
learn English (by increasing classes and delivering accredited courses).   

o Information from the Policy Exchange Integration Index which measures how people 
integrate in terms of their identity and how they mix in society – Boston was ranked at the 
bottom of 160 towns of similar population.  

o Consultation and engagement with established residents by Community Partners: evidence 
from the local community to Community Partners that (i) lack of capacity and skills for 
community leadership, (ii) pressure on information and advice services, and (iii) how too 
many people living in Boston are not fluent in the use of ‘everyday’ English language. Many 
migrant residents wish to improve their English but require classes that fit with their work 
commitments.  

 
Lessons learnt from previous initiatives and alignment with existing initiatives  
 

o In late 2011 Boston Borough Council established a task and finish group to examine the 
social impacts of population change within the borough. The group was led by Elected 
Members and focused on ‘listening’ to civic leaders, migrant workers, service providers, the 
voluntary sector and public; ‘evidence gathering’ from a range of public and other service 
providers (e.g. police, Jobcentre Plus, UK Border Agency); and ‘recommendations’ to better 
organise the services provided to the people of Boston – requiring a local, regional, national 
or European approach. Some of the local recommendations included: working with 
employers and schools/colleges to make better work experience opportunities available to 
post-16 year olds; continue to work with local media to promote Boston in a positive light 
and make better use of social media; to lobby for further funding to tackle common issues 
brought about by population change (e.g. housing, education, employment, anti-social 
behaviour, health); and support eastern European shop owners to make their stores more 
welcoming to the local population.   

o DCLG Rogue landlord funding – the additional staff employed through this funding (which 
ended in March 2016) enabled the Council to understand the scale of the issues within the 
private rented housing market in Boston. Inclusive Boston was seen as a means of tracing, 
tackling and remedying the impact that rogue landlords have on individuals by employing 
additional staff.  

o St Botolph’s Parish Church: ‘A Passion for People’ is a Lottery funded project to transform 
one of this country’s most architecturally iconic churches into a centre of cultural learning, 
heritage interpretation, all-age people development, musical excellence and community 
integration. The project will increase the number of visitors, engage tourists, and promote 
Boston’s heritage to an overseas market. 

o Integrated Neighbourhood Team Working: colleagues working in health, social care and the 
VCS are supporting person centred care navigation and delivering social prescribing to build 
better connected local community networks.  

 
The applicants needed to be Boston Borough Council as CMF funding can only be awarded to a 
Council. The four themes developed by Inclusive Boston were set up to be delivered through 
collaborative working with the VCS. Inclusive Boston is being implemented by the Council, Boston 
College, Bringing Learning into Communities (BLIC), Citizens Advice Mid Lincolnshire, Lincolnshire 
Community and Voluntary Services (LCVS), St Botolph’s Parish Church and Taylor ITEX CIC.  
 
What Boston Borough Council and Community Partners were looking to achieve, where (the 
geographical focus of the project), how and why [intervention logic]:  
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o The impact of local government funding reductions and the implementation of the 
authority’s Transformation Programme made it difficult to deliver the project from finding 
efficiencies or savings from existing resources or elsewhere. This also included references to 
the Council having to remove its budget for Christmas lighting due to its financial position. 
To deliver Inclusive Boston the Council made the case that it would not be able to do so 
from existing budgets – requiring new funding to tackle the issues that migration has 
brought to Boston its community.  

o How residents look to Boston Borough Council for effective and proportionate regulation – 
for protection and support.  

o How recent migrants should be helped to understand the culture of the community they live 
in and also share their culture. This included examples of previous events and activities (e.g. 
BLIC taking students to the Museum of Lincolnshire Life, Christmas party, visits to local 
places of interest).  

o The Church as a resource to reach out to existing and new communities in ways that will 
enrich Boston and provide new and relevant stories of social cohesion and community 
integration. Moving from ‘visiting’ to being ‘actively involved.’  

 
What the impact and benefits might be: for each theme ‘success criteria’ was identified:  
 

Theme Community 
Partner  

Success criteria 

1. A passion for people St Botolph’s 
Parish Church  

Increase in the number of volunteers at the church.  
Increase in the range of backgrounds of the volunteers.  
Increase in the variety of events.  
Increase in the variety of activities.  

2. Community 
leadership, advice and 
integration 

LCVS; Citizens 
Advice Mid 
Lincolnshire; 
Boston College; 
Taylor ITEX   

To develop data on how new communities interact with 
local communities. 
10 community champions active in a new leadership 
network – with 2 formal training workshops and 4 
leadership forum meetings per year. Community leaders 
develop, plan and deliver a programme of events and 
activities.  
30% increase in volunteers from the migrant community 
who register to volunteer through Boston Volunteer 
Centre – including 5% increase in organisations reporting 
they have benefitted from migrants volunteering.  
Increase in practical, community based volunteer led 
informal learning – increase in the number of ESOL 
courses by 3 courses per year with a minimum 8 learners 
– 80% of ESOL learners and 50% of informal learners 
reporting increased confidence in English language skills.  
10% increase in people accessing information and advice 
services – including greater use of CAB by non-UK 
nationals rather than using non-regulated, non-licensed 
and paid for advice agencies.  

3. Adding value to 
learning English 

BLIC  1,140 learners supported over two years through a mix of 
accredited and informal English language support 
programmes. Ten 12-week courses run four times per 
annum delivered to a minimum of 8 learners per cohort.  
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4. Doing what’s 
important to our 
community 

Boston Borough 
Council  

1,000 targeted and proactive property visits.  
Improve the condition or management of 400 homes. 
Take more action to tackle anti-social behavior.  
Measure the increase in Council Tax collection (aiming for 
an additional 2% or £500,000 which can be spent on 
public services). 
Reduce the write off differential between the established 
resident community and migrant residents. Increase the 
capacity of gym and sport facilities; and to light up 
Boston for Christmas’s to come.     

 
Taking into account this data and information has led Inclusive Boston to be designed to:  
 

o Be community led in its activities to try to tackle issues.  
o Work in partnership to tackle some of the longer term problems rather than develop 

individual and standalone strands of activity.   
o Set a baseline (where possible) and develop a richer evidence base.  

 
A ‘theory of change’ was produced in November 2018 after a series of discussions with Community 
Partners and a review of project documents. It shows how Inclusive Boston is intended to work 
through a logical sequence. It explains on one sheet of paper why the project is needed, the 
activities that will be delivered to bring about change and the results and longer term difference that 
Community Partners want to make. This diagram will be regularly reviewed and updated over the 
course of the evaluation.   
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1

Long term 

goals

Outcomes

Activities

Initial condition
for change

A broader foundation for integration where resident communities and migrants work together in creating a vibrant, integrated, socially and 
economically successful Boston. Strengthened links between Boston Borough Council and Community Partners  where collaborative activities ease 
pressure on local services in the short-term and make them more sustainable in the longer-term. 

Boston Borough Council and Community Partners have been awarded £1.4 million from The Controlling Migration Fund to deliver a project aimed at 
mitigating the impact of inward migration and building community capacity & resilience in Boston. The project tackles four main challenges: (1) lack of 
capacity and skills for community leadership: the Policy Exchange Integration Index 2016 ranks Boston as the worst integrated place when compared to
160 towns of similar population. (2) Pressure on information and advice services: Citizens Advice data reveals 20% of clients April-September 2016 were 
EU nationals – with demand for face to face services 45-60% higher in this client group due to language barriers. (3) A high proportion of people without 
the use of ‘everyday’ English language: 1 in 9 Boston residents is from a new EU country. (4) Pressures that mean some services incur unplanned costs / 
have implications for services provided to the established community (e.g. leisure, enforcement).  

(1) strengthening community leadership: greater representation on civic society boards from the established community and recent migrants; 
increased social capital and community cohesion through the creation of many different types of  local ‘human’ level networks; and young people 
have more opportunities, choice and influence. (2) Pathways to learning English: migrants are more confident speaking English and understand 
cultural norms leading them to become more involved in the wider community and language to become less of an issue for the resident community. 
(3) Improving access to information and advice services: reduced bottle-necking and demand for paid translation services and improved access to 
advice for established residents and new migrants. (4) an evidence base that improves understanding of the impact of migration and increases joint 
working.  

For Boston Borough Council 
& Community Partners: 
understanding how 
communities interact; and 
building the capacity and 
capability of local services. 

For recent migrants: 
opportunities to learn English in 
the local community (tailored 
towards everyday transactions)  
and volunteering leading to 
increased involvement in the 
wider community. Use of CAB 
services rather than non-
regulated/non-licensed agencies. 

(1) strengthening community leadership: 10 community champions; 2 workshops per year; 10 people per session attending formal learning activities; 
4 leadership forum meetings per year; 30% increase in volunteers from migrant community registering with Boston Volunteer Centre; 5% increase in 
organisations benefitting from migrants volunteering; and 3 celebration events held per year. (2) Pathways to learning English: increase in volunteer 
led learning and 3 ESOL courses per year with 8 learners on each. (3) Improving access to information and advice services: increase in clients accessing 
services  [equivalent to case load of 1 FTE CAB advisor] – including greater use of services by non-UK nationals. 

(1) strengthening community leadership: a package of support and forum for emerging community leaders from migrant and established resident 
communities, acting as “community connectors” in signposting to services, championing integration and volunteering. (2) Improving access to English 
for speakers of other languages: working with local language providers to enable a more coordinated pathway to learning, from informal 
conversational to accredited qualifications; enabling individuals to learn English according to their needs and circumstances. (3) Improving access to 
information and advice services: employing 2 additional advisors and bi-lingual volunteers to improve access to advice for established 
residents/recent migrants and address unmet demand.

For  central Government: 
an evidence base 
demonstrating ‘what 
works’ in facilitating 
community cohesion and 
reducing pressure on local 
services.   

For the established resident 
community: access to mentoring, 
training and personal development 
opportunities (e.g. community 
champions, volunteering); improved 
access to CAB services; and events 
where common themes and cultural 
diversity can be celebrated. 

Outputs
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3.2 Systems review  
 
The Community Partners for Inclusive Boston are: 

 Boston Borough Council – Housing, Leisure and Community Services 

 Lincolnshire Community & Voluntary Service (LCVS) 

 Citizens Advice Mid-Lincolnshire 

 Bringing Learning Into Communities (BLIC) 

 Boston College 

 Parish of Boston Borough Council  

 Taylor ITEX CIC 

 Christmas in Boston Group 

 Transported Arts (supporting the Christmas in Boston Group) 

The services provided by each of these organisations are aligned with the four key themes of the 
programme set out in section 3.1 above. 

The partners fall into two categories of major funded initiatives and very modestly funded 
organisations. Those with large scale funding comprise: 

 Boston Borough Council 

 LCVS 

 BLIC 

 Parish of Boston Borough Council 

 Citizens Advice Mid-Lincolnshire 

Those with modest funding comprise: 

 Boston College 

 Taylor ITEX CIC 

 Christmas in Boston Group 

 Transported Arts 

All partners have a delivery contract, specifying their activities, outputs and grant levels. They 
provide a quarterly report on progress, which triggers payment of their funding. 

This information is collected via a pro-forma by the Local Communities Development Officer (LCDO) 

at the Borough Council, which is the Accountable Body for the Programme.  

A typical example of the range of information provided through this process is set out below. This is 

taken from the work of BLIC: 

Number of staff recruited: 2 part-time tutors, 1 part-time Admin Officer, 1 part-time Social 
Media Admin. Actual: Part0timetutor covering annual and sick leave will now also deliver 2 x 2 
hour sessions per week in addition to ad-hoc cover. Performance: Volunteer tutors enrolled on 
the courses detailed below will, once qualified, be taking some of the classes, initially with an 
experienced tutor before delivering on their own.  It is our intention to offer paid work when 
appropriate. 

Number of classes held: Target for Quarter 3: 30 Actual for Quarter 3: 59 

Number of people attending classes: Target for Quarter 3: 180 Actual for Quarter 3: 335 
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% Participants feel they have greater confidence in speaking English: No data supplied in 
quarter 3 

Number of cultural events held: Target for Quarter 3: 6 Actual in Quarter 3: 10 

Number of people attending: Target for Quarter 3: 62 Actual in Quarter 3: 87 

Development of added value initiatives. 

 Function Skills Maths class to be added to curriculum.  

BLIC have received a number of enquiries relating to delivering the above learning. The 
programme to be implemented will be based on EDEXCEL Functional Skills currently being 
delivered to prisoners in the county.  This is therefore a government approved delivery although 
not accredited.  We intend to deliver on either a Monday or Wednesday evening as this fits with 
the tutors’ availability.  The Tutor is a volunteer delivering some of the current classes however 
he will be paid for this additional delivery. Offering this additional opportunity will also 
encourage our students to integrate and to improve their English as well as their maths. The 
sessions will also be promoted to other partners and the DWP and will therefore include 
integration with indigenous residents. Lesson plan attached.  

 Restructure of delivery 

As classes have grown, to give the students the best possible learning experience, classes have 
been restructured so more classes will be offered with fewer students at each.  

 Craft Classes 

These are held on Monday in partnership with St Christopher’s Church Fenside and RVS. As they 
are so successful not only for integration but also  intergenerational outcomes it is proposed to 
develop this further and funding will be sought to run a 2nd session possibly at the Len Medlock 
VC.  

As a result of the successful delivery of the Craft Classes the volunteer student who has been 
leading this has been encouraged and supported by DWP to set up her own business.  As a result 
of attending BLIC classes to improve her English and our support in writing a business plan she is 
now self-employed.  She will continue to volunteer with us as St Christophers but subject to 
funding she will be paid for facilitating the additional weekly sessions. 

 Additional qualifications for tutors 

1 part time paid member of staff and 4 student volunteers (Iranian. Irish, Lithuanian and Polish) 
will be enrolled on the new PTLLS Level 3 Award in Education and Training which is an essential 
introduction for anyone wanting to work and teach in the Lifelong Learning Sector. It is the ideal 
award for those with no previous teaching experience or qualifications, as well as those already 
working in the sector who would like to gain an official qualification. This will ensure we have 
cover for the additional classes being held due to the restructure. They will be delivering the 
lessons as volunteers initially.   

1 volunteer tutor will be enrolled on a Level 4 Award (previously V1 award) in the Internal 
Quality Assurance of Assessment Processes and Practice (IQA) which is a 12 credit and 90 guided 
learning hour qualification consisting of 2 mandatory units. (Identified in the Course Structure.) 
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This qualification replaces the V1. It is part of the new suite of qualifications for assessors and 
internal quality assurers (IQA). This tutor will also be delivering the FS Maths and will once 
completed the level 4 qualification will be paid.  All the courses start in the new year. 

               Additional 1-1 session 

A Lithuanian student attended one of our regular evening classes for a number of weeks but has 
found it difficult to engage due to his disability.  He was offered the opportunity to attend on a 1-
1 basis during the day and as a result of attending 3 sessions he has now learned the English 
Alphabet and Numbers. He will continue to attend on a weekly basis and his progress will be 
monitored 

Events - The events and outings arranged are to build confidence when speaking English and to 
encourage integration.  The students who attend have to speak English when ordering food or 
asking questions. We try to make them as varied as possible to introduce them to situations and 
experiences they have not encountered before.  The students may be asked to contribute to the 
cost depending on the type of event.  

 12 students attended an Afternoon Tea at the Ridge Rooms 

 Curry night organised by the tutor as part of the evenings lesson. 

 Students children’s Christmas party 25 children attended. All received a gift from Santa. 

 12 Students attended Blackfriars pantomime – a completely new experience for them. 
 

Partnership Working 

 Continuing to work with the Church and RVS delivering the craft sessions on Fenside. 

 Meeting held with representatives of Boston College.  The College are to facilitate career 
guidance sessions for BLIC students wishing to enrol at the college to further their 
employability.  There will be a focus on the caring sector but other courses will also be 
represented. This was felt to be more of an added value initiative than trying to enrol 
students for further English classes as they will already have the opportunity to achieve 
up to level 3 with BLIC. 

 Additional funding is also going to be explored to deliver a community event at Peter 
Payne.  
 

Straw poll of students regarding how/why they came to Boston 

 2 from Iran husbands work here 

 1 from Romania – friend advised him of a job vacancy 

 1 from Poland – did search on web because she wanted to come here to work. 
 

 

The collection of delivery insights and added value information is an important component of a 

reporting process, which is based around more than a simple study of progress against targets. 

Dynamic engagement with the programme evaluators in the context of its formative components 

has enabled the evidence collection process to be focused and extensive. 

In addition to evidence reporting, a series of financial proxies have been identified in partnership 

with the evaluation team for each strand of delivery. These will be used to identify the social value 

delivered by the project. Collection of volume information for each of these proxies is supplemented 

by a series of agreed questions to ensure the net impact (i.e., taking account of deadweight, 
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attribution, drop off and displacement) is assessed in the determination of the social value delivered 

by Inclusive Boston. 

The LCDO takes a flexible approach to performance measurement, working with Community 
Partners to review their performance measures and ensuring the data being collected is meaningful 
and best shows the impact of their activity.  This positive and enabling approach is one of the 
strengths of the project:  
 
“Just because Boston Borough Council is the accountable body for the project does not mean that we 
prescribe how each partner chooses to monitor but I am there to offer support when making any 
changes.” Maddy Eyre (LCDO) 
 
In addition to individual claims the Community Partners meet quarterly as a Programme Board, 
convened by the Council to collectively review progress and identify the on-going strengths and 
weaknesses of the project. This Board also has engagement from the auditors for the project and the 
evaluation team. A discrete project evaluation team including all of the Community Partners 
involved in the delivery process has been recruited and evaluation team meetings are synchronised 
to coincide with the key reporting priorities of the programme. 
 
A summary of each quarter’s monitoring data is also provided to Boston Borough Council’s 
Corporate Management Team to ensure all internal processes are being followed in the 
management of the project. 
 
The annual learning and sharing event, described in section 2, has been established to provide an 
opportunity for Community Partners to reflect on the “bigger picture” of their activities. This 
includes delivery staff, beneficiaries and an external speaker providing a wider perspective on the 
experience of communities with a high proportion of migrant workers across the UK. 
 
This process of external connection is further reinforced by links created through the University of 
Lincoln ‘Migration, Inter-Connectivity and Regional Development’ (MICaRD) network, led by Dr 
Agnieszka Rydzik. This brings together academics, policy-makers and practitioners from across 
Europe and who focus on labour mobility within the EU and the impact on regional development in 
rural areas.  
 
In terms of performance, this report provides data for the first three quarters of project activity. Due 
to the project starting from scratch, the first quarter involved set up activity with more significant 
performance following in the next two quarters. A table showing the progress achieved by each 
Community Partner is set out further in section 4 below. 
 
3.3 Strategic added value 
 
Strategic added value (SAV) is the refinement and improvements made to paperwork, systems and 
processes as a direct result of the project.  The evaluation team has identified a number of examples 
of SAV that have been generated from Inclusive Boston.  These include: 
 

EXAMPLES OF STRATEGIC ADDED VALUE 
 

 Mid-Lincolnshire Citizens Advice Service has introduced a new advice framework 
in their Boston office.  This has been possible because of the funding for three new 
advisors, equivalent to two full-time positions, from Inclusive Boston.  Clients are 
first greeted in the office by an initial checker who asks four key questions: (i) How 
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can I help you today?, (ii) Have you contacted us or anyone else about this 
before?; (iii) What have you found out so far?; and (iv) Do you have internet 
access? If Yes: Are you able to read and act on information online or by email?  
Clients are then either signposted to information to help themselves, or arranged 
a telephone or face-to-face appointment. Introduction of the new advice 
framework has reduced queues in the office, and ensured clients receive 
appropriate support more quickly. 

 

 As a result of their involvement in the project, BLIC and Boston College have 
collaborated in the introduction of a ‘warm handover’ to BLIC participants. This is 
aimed at BLIC participants who have improved their English skills and have 
ambitions to engage in further training. As part of the handover, Boston College 
delivers an information session on the potentially relevant courses to BLIC 
participants at venues where language training taking place.  

 

 Community Partners have promoted other partners’ activities on their own 
websites and social media platforms. For example, Mid Lincolnshire Citizens 
Advice Service and LCVS have both promoted others’ activities.   

 

 Discussions between Community Partners at Inclusive Boston board meetings 
have provided the opportunity for information sharing and cross referral.  For 
example, Boston College has identified that it can refer people to Citizens Advice 
for universal credit queries where it is their first claim. BLIC has identified that 
there is an opportunity to support participants with official English (used in 
benefits claims) as a result of discussions with Citizens Advice. 

 

 As part of the Community Leadership Forum led by LCVS, a training needs analysis 
has been undertaken which has identified gaps in community leaders’ knowledge 
and skills.  From this, leadership training has been offered to participants.   

 

 Dr Rebecca Herron from the University of Lincoln’s Community Operational 
Research Unit has met with LCVS and offered community development training 
materials for use by the Community Leadership Forum. 

 

 
The evaluation team has identified other potential areas of SAV if project delivery was refined 
slightly. These suggestions include:  
 
there would be value in providing the opportunity for Community Partner delivery staff to meet as 
part of a regular ‘delivery group’. The interviews with delivery staff suggested limited understanding 
about what else was being delivered as part of the project (e.g. CAB advisors had limited knowledge 
of the activities of the Boston Borough Council enforcement team). This would enable those 
involved in front-line delivery to learn about activities that complement their own, or that they could 
signpost clients to.  
 
(ii) There could be more a consistent approach to sharing information on what is being delivered 
between Community Partners, and promotion of others’ activities on partners own websites and 
social media platforms.  
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4. Key Findings from the Impact Evaluation  

 
This section of the report provides an assessment of the impact and achievements made by Inclusive 
Boston so far on established residents and recent migrants.  
 

4.1 The outputs and outcomes achieved by the project so far  
 
These are set out in the table below: 
 

Performance Quarter  
1 2 3 

BLIC 27 language Classes, 
407 attendees 

63 language classes, 
420 attendees, 16 
cultural events, 140 
attendees 

59 language classes, 335 
attendee, 10 cultural 
events, 87 attendees 

Boston Borough 
Enforcement 

2 ASB officer cases, 
10 new team 
reports, 3 new 
reports by ASB 
officer 

7 ASB officer cases, 33 
new team reports, 3 
new ASB officer reports 

5 ASB officer cases, 16 
new team reports, 0 new 
ASB officer reports 

Boston Borough 
Housing 

Project set up 178 targeted property 
visits, 19 homes with 
improved conditions 

269 targeted property 
visits,38 homes with 
improved conditions 

Boston Borough 
Leisure 

Project set up Leisure Centre increase in 
usage since October 2018 
reopening 21% 

Citizens Advice 
Mid Lincs 

50 (net) migrant 
workers supported 
with advice 

49 (net) migrant 
workers supported with 
advice. 

102 clients (overall) 
accessing advice services, 
4 volunteers recruited 
from migrant communities 

LCVS Project Set Up Phase 11 community leaders 
recruited, 6 volunteers 
placed 

3 (net) community leaders 
recruited, 8 community 
leaders in training, 2 
leadership forums held, 30 
volunteers recruited, 
people participate in 
volunteer led learning 339 

Parish of Boston Coffee and Chat 
sessions 13, 
attendees 91 

Coffee and Chat 
sessions 13, attendees 
280 

Coffee and Chat sessions 
74, attendees 1480 

Transported Arts Project set up Community workshops 
(samba) 8 

Community workshops 
(samba) 12, School 
carnival workshops  32, 
Community carnival 
workshops 13, dance 
workshops 7, EMCCAN 
performance 18 
participants 
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The other Community Partners within the project have delivered a range of essentially qualitative 
outputs.  Christmas in Boston have engaged a significant number of people from the established and 
recent migrant communities in the design and production of Christmas lights (please see the 
dedicated case study in Appendix 2).  With Boston Borough Council, it has helped to organise a 
Festive Market and Santa Fun Run and a series of Late Night Shopping Events in the town. 
 
Taylor ITEX CIC has organised an Open Engagement event, “Talking English” and has worked with 
Boston College to provide a “warm handover” of individuals on their training courses to progression 
onto College training courses. 

 
4.2 Beneficiary voices (established residents and recent migrants)  
 
The key findings emerging from the interviews, observation activities and meetings are summarised 
below.  The summary does not seek to provide a detailed account of all the activities that each 
Community Partner is undertaking for the project.  However, case studies that summarise the role 
and activities of selected Community Partners are provided in Appendix 2, together with the 
personal narratives of selected beneficiaries who have received support through the Inclusive 
Boston project.  Because of the strong representation of interviewees from the recent migrant 
community, the analysis below focuses firstly on this group before moving onto beneficiaries from 
the established resident community. 
 
a. Motivations to migrate and thoughts on Boston 

 
Most interviewees came to Boston hoping to better their lives. It was often related to limited 
employment prospects and poorer rates of pay in their home countries.  The choice of Boston was 
mainly made through existing networks, such as friends or relatives already based here. 
 
All beneficiaries had made Boston their home, including those who had lived in Boston over 10 
years as well as those who had lived in Boston for a year.   Their attachment to Boston was very 
clear. For some, it was where their children were born and where they grew up. It is where they 
made friends and met their partners. It is where bought a house, have their allotment, go to church 
or to the cinema.  

 
Some beneficiaries experienced hostility and aggressive behaviour in Boston. This could have been 
an incident at work from an English employee, or hostile behaviour coming from a neighbour. They 
were also aware of the negative image of migrants and tensions in Boston.  
 
Despite some negative experiences, beneficiaries demonstrated a resilience to make it work in 
Boston; they did not consider moving away from Boston elsewhere in the UK in shorter term. 
Relocating was mentioned as an option but in a rather vague and distant way.  One beneficiary at 
some point attempted to return to their home country, but after a failed initial attempt to find a job 
there, decided to stay in Boston mainly for their children who were born in Boston.  
 
Beneficiaries framed their live in Boston positively; negative incidents were downplayed and 
considered sporadic. Instead, beneficiaries tried to emphasise the positive aspects of living in Boston 
and being part of it. 
 
b. Speaking and Improving English: a Common Thread 
 
All beneficiaries from the migrant community, regardless of the type of support received, 
emphasised the importance of learning English, and improving existing English language skills.  This 
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occurred in different ways: through attending English language classes at BLIC or Boston College, 
through volunteering, having conversations with people in English, or self-learning at home. Some 
had some knowledge of English before migrating; others started learning English after their arrival in 
the UK.  

 
Many beneficiaries had to overcome major obstacles to learn English. Beneficiaries often had to fit 
classes and self-study around their shifts at work, their childcare responsibilities and other 
commitments. Most wanted to dedicate more time to learning English but this was not always 
possible, in particular for working mothers. For example, one beneficiary works night shifts to be 
able to take children to school during the day. Nonetheless, she is very committed to her English 
course:  
 

“Depending on my shifts at work, sometimes I am very tired after my night shift. But I still come. I 
joined the course because in the longer term I want to change my job. Maybe not yet, as my children 
are still too young […] I really like the classes. They have helped me gain confidence. […] . I think such 
courses really help people. Just having a conversation in English in the class. Especially, if there are no 
opportunities to communicate in English at work” 

 
English skills were seen as key to being successfully integrated. Improving English was considered 
important for finding better jobs but also for being able to function in the community and cope on a 
practical level (e.g. arranging a GP appointment, attending parent evenings at schools).  
 

“I wanted to join the classes because wherever you go, to a hospital, GP, bank or any place where 
you need to speak English, you need to be able to communicate in English and understand because 
you cannot always use an interpreter. So, the reasons to attend classes are practical.” 

 
Some beneficiaries lacked confidence in their English and saw volunteering and English classes as a 
way of improving their confidence. For some a lack of English was perceived as undermining 
previous skills and qualifications. Several beneficiaries have university degrees from their home 
countries but limited knowledge of English. 
 

“I really like the classes. I improved a lot. In the beginning, I could understand things but I wasn’t able 
to express myself clearly. I wasn’t able to speak English well. Now, I am less scared to speak English. 
Now, I am confident to try” 

 
c. Volunteering as a way of being part of the community 
 
The volunteers we spoke to worked in the Stump, helping in the café, shop or assisting with 
administrative duties in the office. Beneficiaries saw meaning in volunteering on several levels: at 
the personal and wider community level. 
 
Volunteering was perceived as a way of helping others, and was valued as a way of giving back to 
the community. One beneficiary reflected: “I feel good working here. I like people. I like giving back. I 
feel better when I can do something useful for others. I like helping people and making people feel 
better. I cannot earn all the money in the world. I think I need to work not for money” 
 
Others identified that volunteering was also a way of achieving personal goals and priorities. For 
some beneficiaries, volunteering helped them with practising their English and improving their 
confidence, for others it gave them an opportunity to gain new experience, do something outside 
work and meet new people:  
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“We like people. We don’t want to stay at home. No. It’s just three of us at home. So we come here. 
We can speak to others. It’s more exciting and we can practise English too. […] We plan to continue 
with volunteering. When we are off, we don’t want to stay at home. We go shopping and we come 
here”  

 
Most importantly, volunteering provided an opportunity to gain work experience that they felt they 
could use when applying for jobs in the future: “We want to improve English and find better jobs. […] 
We hope we can get a better job in the future. We don’t have good jobs now. This is our priority. We 
hope volunteering can help us. We want to get experience. Our interest is in speaking English” 
 
Beneficiaries identified the Stump as a central landmark in Boston, and highlights its role in making 
beneficiaries feel part of the community.  Several stated that the Stump was one of the first places 
they visited when they arrived.  Volunteers appreciated the specialness/uniqueness of the place 
(Stump) and felt proud being part of the team: “We like it here. We like the church. We like this 
place. We come here for the place”. Another volunteer stated: “Everyone knows the Stump. It is a 
place with so much history. It is a beautiful building and I would come here to visit it anyway.” 
 
As beneficiaries had a positive and enriching experience of volunteering, they recommended 
volunteering to their friends: “It has really helped. I think my English is improving. I’ve met new 
people here. My aim is to improve my English to get a better job. I think there are many benefits to 
volunteering. I recommended volunteering to my friend” 
 
While the beneficiaries that we spoke to valued the opportunity to volunteer, they acknowledged 
that volunteering was not a priority for many in the migrant community. One beneficiary stated 
that it is viewed as “working for free”. It can be difficult to persuade others of the benefits of 
volunteering, particularly when paid employment is a key driver of migration to Boston.   
 
d. Longer term aspirations 
 
Many beneficiaries expressed a desire to progress from low-paid work. The majority of beneficiaries 
interviewed worked in low paid, low skilled jobs (cleaning, factory work). Their goal was to, with 
time and as their English improves, find better employment (better quality and higher salary, 
permanent rather than agency work), such as service sector work, administrative roles or self-
employment/own business.  Many beneficiaries saw volunteering and attending English classes as 
means of achieving better quality employment. 
 
Beneficiaries talked about how their English was improving and how they were becoming more 
confident because of volunteering and/or attending English classes (several beneficiaries engaged 
in both). 
 
e. Migrants develop multi-national and diverse social networks  
 
Most beneficiaries had well developed social networks. Many beneficiaries were proud of having 
very international and diverse group of friends and acquaintances. However, most beneficiaries 
admitted that they had only limited contact with established residents. Beneficiaries mentioned 
interactions with English neighbours, with English volunteers, teachers, members of church groups, 
in allotments, English parents at schools (e.g. via birthday parties). Some put effort to make these 
interactions happen. These micro interactions did matter. 
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Volunteering and English classes were seen as opportunities to build networks. Volunteering and 
attending English classes were emphasised as providing opportunities to make friends and interact 
with others, which beneficiaries appreciated. 
 
f. Accessibility and awareness of support  

 
Some beneficiaries highlighted support received from community workers when applying for 
volunteering. One appreciated the opportunity to speak with Elena in Romanian. This seems to 
indicate that migrant communities appreciate the support from community workers to help them 
identify opportunities to engage in the community. 
 
Beneficiaries appreciated the support of their tutors in helping them improve and, in particular, 
multi-lingual staff. For example, one participant appreciated being taught by Kevin at BLIC who 
spoke her native language as well as English, which she felt made the process of learning English less 
intimidating. 
 
Most beneficiaries worked with other migrants and had very limited contact with English employees 
and thus limited opportunities to practise English. However, some BLIC beneficiaries had been 
referred by their employer or agency for English classes. The employer/agency therefore plays a 
potentially important role in facilitating improvement in English among employees in the migrant 
community. 
 
Few beneficiaries were aware of events in Boston where they might meet and socialise with the 
established English community, although several were open to the idea of attending, for example, 
cultural events. In some cases limited engagement was perhaps a result of lack of English, lack of 
confidence and limited access to information rather than passivity and disengagement.  
 
g. Feedback from beneficiaries in the English community 
 
Interviews were undertaken with several community leaders from the Community Leadership 
Forum, including those representing Boston Allotment Association and Boston Restore Church. We 
also interviewed members of Boston More In Common who were also represented in the 
Community Leadership Forum, and an English Generalist Advisor at Mid Lincolnshire Citizens Advice.  
Because of the small size of the sample, further analysis will be provided when more interviews have 
been undertaken with beneficiaries from the established resident community later in 2019. 
 
The community leaders from the English community highlighted the need for support to bring 
community groups together to focus on supporting the community, including the integration of 
recent migrants and the established community.  This was also felt to be important in the context of 
growing demands on local services and local government austerity.  In particular, beneficiaries 
identified the need for support to attract funding to further expand their activities. To do this, they 
need support to develop business plans and ensure appropriate policies are in place. 
 
Beneficiaries identified that the Community Leadership Forum created an opportunity to ‘raise up’ 
community leaders from diverse communities, who would each bring forward ideas on how the 
town should be. This was seen as an important way of helping to encourage integration.  

 
4.3 Community partner perspectives  
 
Interviews were undertaken with staff from a number of Community Partners, including Lincolnshire 
County Council, LCVS, Mid-Lincolnshire Citizens Advice Service, and Taylor ITEX CIC.  In addition, 
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members of the evaluation team attended for a day at BLIC, the Mid-Lincolnshire Citizens Advice 
Service office in Boston, and a Community Leadership Forum meeting, 
 
a. Language as a key barrier to integration 

 
As in the beneficiary interviews, Community Partners identified the importance of English language 
skills in facilitating integration in Boston. This is a common thread that runs through all areas of the 
project.  Poor language skills are seen as limiting migrants’ employability, their access to and use of 
services, and their opportunity to interact with other communities.  Having poor English skills also 
makes it easier for recent migrants to be subject to housing and employment discrimination, as 
discussed in more detail in section b. below. 
 
Some Community Partners are actively engaged in delivery of language courses, e.g. BLIC and 
Boston College. Others are facilitating opportunities for people from different communities to meet 
and socialise (e.g. ‘Talking English’ events held by Taylor ITEX CIC).  LCVS and Mid Lincolnshire 
Citizens Advice have both have information or advice provided in other languages.  Although 
translation services are not eligible for funding through the Controlling Migration Fund, LCVS has 
recruited volunteers to translate posters and other information.  Mid Lincolnshire Citizens Advice 
Service has employed a Polish generalist advisor who is available in the Boston office to assist clients 
from migrant communities, and Boston Borough Council has employed a Polish enforcement officer 
who is able to speak to Polish residents engaging in anti-social behaviour in their own language. 
 
LCVS identified that there is a lack of reliable information on the numbers of migrants from 

different countries and therefore the number of languages spoken.  While Portuguese, Polish and 

Baltic state languages have been spoken in Boston for more than 10 years, there is a gap in 

translation services for Romanian and Bulgarian. 

b. Education and awareness-raising as key to integration 
 
Interviews and observation undertaken at Boston Citizens Advice highlight the importance of 
education, in making sure that all residents are aware of their rights, and the support that is 
available to them.  The employment of additional advisors through the Inclusive Boston funding has 
improved the number of clients able to access advice and support through the Boston office.  In 
particular, the presence of a Polish generalist advisor has increased the number of migrant clients 
feeling able to seek help in their own language.  The extra research and campaigns activity is also 
felt to have raised awareness among all areas of the community about Citizens Advice, and 
reduced the stigma about seeking support.   
 
Lack of knowledge of employment and housing rights, in particular, can mean that residents from 
migrant communities are discriminated against by employers, employment agencies and landlords.  
Sometimes their employment conditions – e.g. long working hours, or working and living in isolated 
locations – can mean that migrant workers struggle to access services and do not have the 
opportunity to mix with other communities in Boston, which reduces the potential for integration.   
 
The Let’s talk (about hate) project, led by LCVS and presented at the Leadership Forum in March 
2019, is another example of an initiative that focuses on education, by challenging misconceptions of 
other communities. Although not funded by Inclusive Boston, it is clearly a complementary activity.  
It will be delivered via a series of talks delivered at schools and community groups across Boston 
borough and East Lindsey district. 
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c. Working across groups, bringing existing activities together, and cross-referral 
 
Several of the interviewees highlighted activity to bring together existing groups or to better 
understand what was already happening.  The Community Leadership Forum meetings provided 
the opportunity for community leaders to come together once a quarter, and the informal 
networking and discussions at these meetings were valued by the beneficiaries that we interviewed.  
Some of the beneficiaries also highlighted that they would appreciate more regular opportunities to 
meet, perhaps on a less formal basis.  One beneficiary commented:  
 

‘We haven’t really worked much across different groups or joint activities. I know that some people 
have tried it. I know that the two ladies have tried to do different events. And it’s good. We need to 
be inclusive and we need to try to work together.’ 

 
The generalist advisors at Boston Citizens Advice also highlighted their role in signposting to other 
activities in Boston.  One advisor commented:   
 

‘Local knowledge is vital. Knowledge of the local services and groups is essential so that we can tell 
clients about where to go, all the activities that are taking place. It’s about opening up their world 
and our job is to widen it up for them.’  

 
d. The difficulty of reaching all areas of the community 
 
Some of Community Partners (and wider stakeholders) highlighted the difficulty of reaching some 
hard-to-reach groups that arguably have the biggest need to be reached.  LCVS had used a range of 
approaches to raise awareness of their activities, including social media, a market stall in the market 
square, and visiting charities such as Centrepoint.  Other Community Partners found residents from 
the Romanian community were difficult to engage.    
 
L CVS acknowledged that there would always be sections of the established resident community 
that would be difficult to reach or that would refuse to listen, with reference to their ‘Let’s talk 
(about hate)’ project.   
 
e. Communication within and beyond Inclusive Boston 
 
There was a discussion with some Community Partners that other organisations in Lincolnshire 
delivering similar activities ( e.g. Lincolnshire County Council) and were not aware of Inclusive 
Boston.  There was therefore an opportunity for Inclusive Boston to better communicate what it is 
doing with external partners, which would increase the opportunity for cross-referrals and other 
synergies and reduce potential overlapping.   
 
However, there was also felt to be an opportunity to improve referrals and joined-up working 
within the Inclusive Boston project.  Some Community Partners told us that they had advertised 
others’ workshops and events, but that they weren’t sure whether this was being done consistently 
across the project. Others mentioned that they would like to be more aware of all the activities 
being delivered as part of the project, and that perhaps there was an opportunity for a separate 
regular meeting of Inclusive Boston delivery staff to discuss what was being delivered and 
opportunities for cross-referral and joint promotion. 
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f. Role of the media  
 

A number of interviewees discussed the role of the media in relation to Boston, both 
broadcast/newspaper media and social media.  There was a perception that the media seemed only 
interested in two narratives: (1) vilifying migrants, reporting on incidents and generalisations about 
migrants; and (2) reporting on Bostonians as Brexit voters who hate migrants. There is a general 
sense, therefore, that the media is seen as damaging opportunities for healing and is reluctant to 
cover positive stories such as community events and the positive contribution that migrants make.   
 
For this reason, there is a reluctance among some of the Inclusive Boston Community Partners to 
engage with the media.  Others, however, talked about the need to prioritise understanding or 
counteracting the narrative presented in the media.  This in particular was highlighted by St Mary’s 
Catholic Church and Boston More In Common.   
 
In particular, there was a reluctance to engage with the broadcast media, as it is perceived to focus 
on stories related to the Brexit vote.  Despite this, Boston More In Common have engaged with the 
BBC to present their story, and have actively used social media to create a counter-narrative about 
the Boston community and present good news stories such as the Boston Christmas lights.  There 
may therefore be an opportunity for Community Partners to engage (broadcast and social) media 
to counteract negative representations of Boston and to showcase the work of Inclusive Boston.   

 
4.4 Stakeholder and wider community perspectives  
 
Interviews were undertaken with stakeholders of the Inclusive Boston project, which include those 
working in the community on similar issues.  We interviewed three priests (parish priest and two 
Polish priests) working in St Mary’s Church, which has a strong representation from the local Polish 
community.  We also interviewed three representatives of Christmas in Boston, which has received 
funding through the Inclusive Boston project. However, as two members of this group were also 
represented in Boston More In Common group, which the evaluation team attended, the summary 
below incorporates feedback from both groups.  
 
a. A strong commitment to communities in Boston and to overcome divisions 
 
Among the interviewees, there was a strong sense of commitment to Boston and a determination 
to overcome divisions in the community and bring people together. There was an 
acknowledgement of the polarisation within the town but also a sense of pride in being part of 
Boston.   
 
These motivations were underpinned the establishment of groups such as ‘Christmas in Boston’ and 
‘Boston More In Common’.  Both are examples of how residents of Boston have observed gaps in 
relation to community engagement and formed community groups to address divisions or tensions. 
For Christmas in Boston, this was also motivated by a desire to improve the Boston Christmas lights 
in the face of negative press coverage.  For Boston More In Common, members felt there had been a 
need to challenge perceptions of Boston following the 2016 Referendum and present an alternative 
image of Brexit voters. Several Boston More In Common board members had voted leave but had 
done so because of a perception that there was inadequate Government resources allocated to 
Boston and that any further influx of migrants into the town would put further pressure on these 
resources. They wished to emphasise that most leave voters were just normal people who cared 
about their community, and to demonstrate a commitment to bring the community together.   
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b. Community events as a way to overcome barriers and bring communities together 
 
The Christmas in Boston and More In Common Groups both use events to bring the community 
together.  Some of the More In Common events included an 80s disco, children’s Christmas parties, 
boat trips, Easter egg painting, teddy bear’s picnic etc.  Christmas in Boston had engaged the 
community in the creation of Christmas lights, through a series of community workshops, involving 
local school children, and fund-raising from local businesses.  Similarly, St Mary’s Catholic Church 
reported on activities (e.g. processions, commemorations, bi-lingual services) that bring different 
communities together. 
 
Creating spaces and events where the community can come together was also identified as 
important by community leaders.  One such event included the ‘Pumpkin Day’ which attracted a 
diverse audience to the allotments in Boston. Thie value of these events were also expressed by 
beneficiaries participating in language courses at BLIC, which organised excursions: 
 

“Sometimes from BLIC we go to a museum or we go on a trip. I try to participate in these events. Last 
time, we went to a museum in Boston. It was very interesting. We had a guided tour explaining 
everything, telling stories. We also had an activity from a teacher. We went to the cathedral and the 
tower too. We had a guide who introduced us to the history of the place. Even if you didn’t 
understand everything, he would show things to you and you could learn and think about it” 

 
c. Integration as a long term process, and the importance of young people in driving integration 
 
Several interviewees spoke about the importance of the gradual embedding of different activities 
rather than big one-offs, and the belief that integration takes time and, in particular, through 
children and with generational change. Opportunities highlighted by a number of stakeholders 
included engaging with young people and schools. Christmas in Boston and the More In Common 
Groups held events focused on children (e.g. Christmas parties) in order to also attract parents.  
 
LCVS discussed the development of a new Youth Leadership Forum to engage young adults in 
community leadership, as well as engaging with schools via the Let’s talk (about hate) project. There 
was a sense that children and young people were the key to future integration, and that 
engagement with local schools (as well as Polish and Lithuanian Saturday schools) were essential to 
this.  A priest from St Mary’s Catholic Church commented: 
 

‘But it takes time. And integration is the job of a generation. And it’s happening as time goes by very 
substantially through the children because they just mix at school. The integration is going on quietly 
in the background. But it is a job of a generation as I kept saying to our people here. We are laying 
foundations. It’s sometimes uncomfortable. The old ways have gone. And we don’t know quite what 
is emerging now. It may not be as we would wish it to be personally but this is where we are and our 
job is to do our best to lay those foundations on which future integration can take place’. 

 
d. Polarised attitudes towards migrant communities – the “good” and “bad” migrant  
 
The profiles of Eastern European migrants given by interviewees have some nuance.  Settled 
migrant families are regarded as ‘good migrants’ while some groups of younger men who work 
seasonally and engage in anti-social behaviour are regarded as ‘bad migrants’.   
 
There were strong views expressed against migrants involved in anti-social behaviour, including 
from those from migrant communities (behaviour included drink driving, litter, urinating in public 
spaces, muggings, street drinking).  These were identified as issues that needed to be tackled by the 
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council and police, rather than by community groups.   The need to address the problem of anti-
social behaviour of some migrant residents was highlighted, particularly as it was felt to be 
damaging to the community and the reputation of the ‘good’ hard working migrant families in 
Boston. 
 
Some of these perceptions have emerged from a lack of knowledge of other communities and 
limited opportunities for interactions on both sides.  There may be opportunities to engage more 
with young people from migrant communities.  There might also be an opportunity to engage 
more with Eastern European entrepreneurs, such as those running shops in Boston. 
 
e. Limited awareness of Inclusive Boston  
 
Our interviews highlight how there is limited awareness of Inclusive Boston beyond the Community 
Partners and direct beneficiaries. In our interviews with St Mary’s Catholic Church there was limited 
knowledge about, for example, how the Christmas lights were created collaboratively through 
workshops that involved different groups of the community. There was a suggestion that Inclusive 
Boston could be made more visible.   

 
4.5 Measuring social value  
 
We have applied a social return on investment (SROI) analysis to the performance data for Inclusive 
Boston to provide a broader assessment of its impact.  
 
SROI is a means of ascribing a value to the wider outcomes delivered by an initiative which have 
traditionally been seen as difficult to quantify. This involves describing the outcomes achieved by an 
initiative and then identifying a financial proxy which can be used to attribute a value to that 
outcome.  
 
All identified outcomes are then adjusted to take account of the external factors which impact on 
them::  
 

 Deadweight – an assessment of what proportion of the outcome might have arisen without 
the project. 

 Attribution – the extent to which other organisations have contributed to the outcome 
achieved.  

 Drop Off – the extent to which the outcomes claimed will diminish over time.  

 Displacement – the extent to which the positive benefits delivered by the initiative have 
impacted negatively on other initiatives addressing the same issue.  

 
The source for our financial proxies is the Social Value Engine (https://socialvalueengine.com/), an 
online platform containing approaching 200 peer-reviewed sources for financial proxies developed 
by Rose Regeneration and East Riding of Yorkshire Council and accredited by Social Value UK.  
 
The Social Value Engine (SVE) provides a context for each financial proxy by linking it to the most 
appropriate domain within the Bristol Accord (an acknowledged frame of reference for assessing the 
sustainability of a community). This enables us to not only provide a ratio of the amount of social 
value generated by Inclusive Boston so far, but also to see how this contribution aligns to the Bristol 
Accord in making Boston a more sustainable place.  
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Working with Community Partners, we selected the most appropriate financial proxies to quantify 
the outcomes achieved by Inclusive Boston.  We are still completing this process, but the table 
below sets out our progress to date:  
 

Outcome Financial Proxy 

1a. improved well-being through cultural, recreational 
and sports activities 

value of engagement in crafts 

1c. improved social inclusion and access to 
community resources 

value to an individual (aged 25-49) of 
feeling like they belong in their 
neighbourhood. 

1c. improved social inclusion and access to 
community resources 

value ascribed to living in a good place 

1d. increased volunteering and potential for greater 
community participation and development 

value that frequent volunteers place on 
volunteering 

1d. increased volunteering and potential for greater 
community participation and development 

value placed by a local authority on 
volunteering 

1d. increased volunteering and potential for greater 
community participation and development 

value per volunteer in uk 

1d. increased volunteering and potential for greater 
community participation and development 

no hours volunteering time provided to 
support local community projects  

2b. improved trust, relationship building and group 
participation 

improved reputation of charity 

2b. improved trust, relationship building and group 
participation 

cost of business leadership training 

2c. strengthened public and civic engagement value to an individual of being  member of a 
social group 

2d. improved efficiency and dynamism of community 
and voluntary sector 

improved volunteer support structure 

2d. improved efficiency and dynamism of community 
and voluntary sector 

improved organisational culture leading to 
more motivated staff - average cost of 
replacing an employee 

2d. improved efficiency and dynamism of community 
and voluntary sector 

improved governance relationships, 
improved staff relationships 

2d. improved efficiency and dynamism of community 
and voluntary sector 

cost of small course accreditation (initial 
assessment) 

2d. improved efficiency and dynamism of community 
and voluntary sector 

average salary of a project worker 

2e. improved leadership and agency for individuals in 
the community 

improved self esteem as a leader 

2e. improved leadership and agency for individuals in 
the community 

cost of leadership management training 
course 

4c. improved access and affordability of quality 
housing 

preventing evictions 

4c. improved access and affordability of quality 
housing 

composite impact of factors detracting from 
good quality housing 

5b. improved health and well-being for local residents cost of stress counselling to help service 
users maintain their stability in the face of 
stressful circumstances  

5b. improved health and well-being for local residents cost of a community wellbeing programme 
with a network approach 
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5b. improved health and well-being for local residents 

cost of stress counselling to help service 
users maintain their stability in the face of 
stressful circumstances  

6d. improved ability to affect local change average gain per client from cab consumer 
advice 

6e. improved life satisfaction average debt per cab client  

6e. improved life satisfaction adult learning course that made someone 
more satisfied with their life overall 

7c. increased employability of local people employment gained - average increase in 
income 

7c. increased employability of local people better career profile leading to increasing 
personal financial benefits in future 

7c. increased employability of local people no. of local people (fte) employed on 
contract for one year or the whole duration 
of the contract, whichever is shorter. 

7e. skills development and improvement for residents 
and workers (including migrant workers) 

value to an individual of moving from 
unemployment to a secure job 

7e. skills development and improvement for residents 
and workers (including migrant workers) 

average increase in earnings from achieving 
an nvq2 

7e. skills development and improvement for residents 
and workers (including migrant workers) 

adult learning course enabling someone to 
progress in work or in a career  

7e. skills development and improvement for residents 
and workers (including migrant workers) 

no. of training opportunities on contract 
(btec, city & guilds, nvq, hnc) that have 
either been completed during the year, or 
that will be supported by the organisation 
to completion in the following years - level 
2,3, or 4+ 

7f. learning/participation cost of mentor training supporting young 
people 

7f. learning/participation local school and college visits e.g. delivering 
careers talks, curriculum support, literacy 
support, safety talks (no. hours, includes 
preparation time) 

8a. more substantive links between organisations and 
service providers 

savings from joint working 

8b. greater sense of cohesion and cooperation across 
different sectors 

cost of time spent collaborating 

 
Once the financial proxies are selected and confirmed,  we will apply the volume achieved by 
Inclusive Boston against each one; then deflate these outcomes (i.e., deadweight, attribution, drop 
off and displacement);and then divide this figure by the cost of delivery to give a ratio of the amount 
of social value generated for every £ invested. Notwithstanding there is more work to be done to 
finalise the SROI analysis, the selection of proxies indicated in the table above demonstrates the 
wide ranging impacts associated with the project to date. 
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5. Key Findings from the Economic Evaluation  

 
This section of the report provides an assessment of how much Inclusive Boston costs and how it is 
delivering value-for-money.   
 

5.1 Project costs  
 
The table below sets out the profile of year one spending allocation and actual spend to date. 
 

Project Year 1 Actual 

(Quarter 3 end) 

Year 1 

Allocation 

Boston Borough Council   

 Housing Enforcement 64870 90400 

 Anti-Social Behaviour 24773 39100 

 Multi-Use Games Facility To be 

commissioned 

To be 

commissioned 

 Fitness Suite 94580 95000 

 Christmas in Boston 48557 48857 

Taylor Itex 1920 2397 

BLIC 52104 55977 

Boston College 2400 504 

CAB 92125 92125 

Lincolnshire CVS 129980 93481 

Parish of Boston 44305 42063 

 

6. Where next?  
 
This section of the report draws together the findings of the process, impact and economic 
evaluation strands to: (i) explain the fieldwork to be undertaken in the remaining period of the 
project – and any additional information or refinements that will be made following these findings; 
and (ii) some recommendations for Boston Borough Council and Community Partners going forward.    
 
6.1 Some considerations for the remaining evaluation fieldwork based on interim findings 
 
There are a number of areas of potential adjustment to the evaluation approach which arise from 
this report. They are as follows: 
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Social Return – the time lag between the implementation of systems and the development of 
measurable outcomes means that the information to support the social return analysis is still being 
collected. It should be a priority for the next stage of the evaluation to run a first draft analysis for 
each project theme as a means of testing the methodology. This will then provide a means of 
ensuring that everything is in place to produce a rounded overview at the end of the programme of 
the social value its composite projects and the programme as a whole have delivered. 
 
Distinction Between Local Services Impact and Enforcement – this was an important distinction in 
the way the controlling migration resources were structured. There is a clear breakdown of projects 
between the two themes in the context of Inclusive Boston. It would be very interesting to look at 
the relative impacts of the programme in relation to its focus in terms of each of these themes. 
 
Indigenous Resident Focus – the balance of narratives and qualitative engagement to date has been 
tilted in favour of migrant members of the community. It is important to ensure that more 
indigenous voices and engagements are embraced as the development of stage two of the 
evaluation. 
 
Wider Connections – year one of the programme has necessarily concentrated on establishing the 
key systems for the project and moving the delivery of services forward in conjunction with the 
targets which have been agreed for the programme. The Learning and Sharing Event planning and 
running identified a number of opportunities to engage with other areas directly engaged with the 
Controlling Migration fund and other areas which aren’t in receipt of Controlling Migration funding 
but which provide a useful compare and contrast opportunity. It would be very useful to explore the 
opportunities around these linkages further. 
 
Ipsos Mori Evaluation Guidance – The guidance issued at an England wide level towards the 
conclusion of year one of the programme provided some useful insights which help supplement the 
current approach of the evaluation. The key points arising from a comparison of the approach 
suggested and our work to date are (i)  the value of a more intensive dialogue with indigenous 
residents about attitudes towards services in the light of overall demand and (ii)  their view of how 
comfortable they feel overall in their neighbourhoods. The evaluation team are nuancing their data 
collection approach to ensure these aspects of the agenda are comprehensively covered. 
 
Delivery Group Dialogue – There are opportunities for the individual delivery partners to meet at 
both the Inclusive Boston Board and in relation to the evaluation through the Evaluation Team. As 
part of the interaction with providers it has become apparent that some organisations would value 
the opportunity for more intensive (project focused) discussions about their work with their peers. 
This is something which should be supported as it certainly provides scope to add value to the 
collegiate and overarching nature of the programme. 
 
Media Engagement – There has been some interest from the press to engage with the work of 
Inclusive Boston. The evaluation has also revealed a number of issues relating to press coverage of 
the social dynamics associated with the migrant agenda in Boston. It will be important to consider 
how best to respond to the issue of press engagement as the evaluation proceeds into its second 
phase. 
 
Exit Strategies – The second stage of Inclusive Boston will provide a very positive opportunity for the 
learning and insights from the evaluation to support the planning of individual and a programme 
wide exit strategy. It will be useful to discuss how this can be managed as a discrete element of the 
evaluation process as part of the development of the Year 2 plan for the programme. 
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6.2 Recommendations 
 
The following recommendations arise from a consideration of the learning from the evaluation 
process to date: 
 

1. It would be useful to give greater time and emphasis, now that the programme has bedded 
down, to the measurement of Social Value in year two of delivery. 
 

2. There is some merit in looking at the broader impact of the programme through the lenses 
of local services impact and enforcement as distinct areas of focus. 
 

3. There is considerable value in deepening the engagement with the indigenous community 
as a means of ensuring a rounded assessment of programme impact. 
 

4. There is benefit in formally linking with the “best fit” examples of programme delivery in 
other areas which have the benefit of controlling migration funding. 
 

5. The issue of new evaluation guidance should be embraced to ensure the evaluation both 
covers all the key themes which are relevant and has the opportunity of broader 
comparability with other areas within England which have benefitted from controlling 
migration resources. 
 

6. The possible creation of a partner delivery group should be discussed at the next relevant 
opportunity within the Inclusive Boston governance process. 
 

7. The evaluation should help support an ongoing dialogue about how best to engage the 
media in relation to Inclusive Boston. 
 

8. A key focus of the second year of the programme should be a concentration on the 
development of exit strategies for both individual projects and the programme as a whole.  
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Appendices  
 

Appendix 1 – Charts of Migration Patterns in Boston 

 

Source: International Passenger Survey (IPS), ONS and administrative data sources (2018) 

 

Source: International Passenger Survey (IPS), ONS and administrative data sources (2018)  
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Source: Department for Work and Pensions (2018) 

 

Source: Department for Work and Pensions (2018) 
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With 45.6% of live births born to non-UK born mothers in 2017, Boston arguably has the high rate of 

any UK non-urban local authority district.  The highest rate was recorded in the London borough of 

Brent, at 75.7%.  

 

Source: Office for National Statistics (2017) 

 

Source: Office for National Statistics (2017) 
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Appendix 2 – Selected Case Studies 
 

INCLUSIVE BOSTON CASE STUDY: Generalist Advisors at Boston Citizens Advice 

Background  

Citizens Advice is an independent charity that provides free, confidential and impartial advice and 

also campaigns on the issues affecting people’s lives.  

Boston Citizens Advice is a branch of the Citizens Advice Mid Lincolnshire service.  The Boston 

branch is based in the Municipal Buildings next to the offices of Jobcentre Plus and Boston Borough 

Council.  The principal issues that clients in Boston seek advice on are employment rights, benefits 

assistance, housing and debt.   

The Boston office is a busy branch of the service and, although the issues advisors deal with a similar 

to those in other Lincolnshire branches, these are felt to be more acute due to the prevalence of low 

wages and high property rents in the Boston area.  Many clients from the migrant community in 

Boston are not aware of their rights as employees or tenants, and have traditionally been reluctant 

to seek advice because of the language barrier. 

Support from Inclusive Boston 

The Inclusive Boston funding has been used to support the employment of three generalist advisors, 

as well as additional research and campaign activity.  Of the three generalist advisors recruited, two 

are from the English community and the other is a Polish national who has lived in the UK since 

2006.  

Impact on the Community  

The employment of additional generalist advisors has increased the number of clients the Boston 

Citizens Advice service is able to see.  This has been supported by the introduction of a new “drop in 

and triage service” which provides a more structured way of assessing clients’ needs and offering 

appointments.  The service has already exceeded its target to increase the number of clients 

supported by 20%. 

The Inclusive Boston funding has also enabled the service to invest in research and campaigns, 

including its presence on social media.  This is felt to have raised awareness among the English and 

migrant community about the service, and also reduce the stigma about coming in and receiving 

advice. 

Although migrant status is not formally monitored by Citizens Advice, there is now felt to be a 

greater diversity of people seeking advice.  Clients from migrant communities are increasingly aware 

of the presence of an advisor who speaks Polish and, often, there is a separate of queue of people 

seeking her help. The service is now at capacity with appointments from recent migrants. Because 

these tend to be more complex cases, often with vulnerable clients, these appointments can take a 

long time.    

The support provided to clients from migrants community focuses on raising awareness of their 

rights, and helping them to ensure they are not discriminated against.  This is with the intention of 
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helping to counteract discrimination of residents in the migrant community by employment 

agencies, employers and landlords in the Boston area.   

INCLUSIVE BOSTON CASE STUDY: Christmas in Boston Group 

 

Background  

In 2016, there had been negative press coverage on the Christmas lights in Boston, with the BBC 

News naming the town “the place Christmas forgot”.  There was a perception among some of the 

community that the lack of Christmas lights was caused by pressure on local authority services due 

to levels of in-migration.   

The Christmas in Boston Group was formed in 2017, comprising volunteers from the Boston 

community and, among them, five local electricians.  The aim of the group was to install more lights 

and spread them more into the town. They also wished to involve all areas of the community in 

making and installing the lights. 

In 2018, the Christmas lights were made by members of the local community at a series of 

workshops.  From June onwards, these took place every Tuesday evening.  The workshops attracted 

residents from the English as well as eastern European communities who worked together. 

Support from Inclusive Boston 

The Christmas in Boston Group received £10,000 funding from the Inclusive Boston project.  During 

2018, the group also raised an additional £23,000 from a variety of fundraising events and donations 

from local businesses.  The Christmas in Boston group works closely with Boston More In Common; 

together they are planning a series of events for 2019 that will raise funds for the activities of both 

groups. 

In addition to the lights, the Inclusive Boston funding was used to support a variety of Christmas 

events in 2018, including a Festive Market, Santa’s Grotto in St Botolph’s Church, and street 

entertainers. The funding was used to expand the Santa Fun Run, in which 350 santas ran.   

Impact on the Community  

The workshops and fundraising activities run by Christmas in Boston brought together people from 

different communities.  A member of the Christmas in Boston Group commented, “Not only it 

produced lights, it’s brought the communities together to achieve this”.  One key focus was involving 

children in making lights and decorating trees which also meant parents became involved. 

Lighting and installation equipment was purchased by the Christmas in Boston Group which will be 

retained for use in future years, and ensure the ongoing sustainability of Christmas in Boston.  The 

lighting was installed by the Group and other volunteers, which increased their capacity and skills.  

The Group plans further fundraising activities to continue to expand the lights for Christmas 2019. 

The Christmas in Boston Group accompanied these activities with a strong social media campaign, to 

promote the fundraising activities, workshops and Christmas events.  A member of the group 
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commented that it was like “doing a visual diary, taking photographs and putting them on group 

page. People would say: ‘Oh that looks fun. We’ll go and do that’”.  The social media campaign was 

also felt to counteract some of the negative publicity around migration in Boston. 

The involvement of different communities and the social media campaign around Christmas in 

Boston was thought to contribute to the success of the 2018 Christmas light switch-on, which was 

estimated to attract 4,000 people, a significant increase on previous years. 

 

 

 

 

Christmas in Boston, 2018 (use of photography with kind permission of Julie Perrot) 
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INCLUSIVE BOSTON CASE STUDY: Restore Church  

Background  

For six years Stuart Vickers has been the pastor of the Restore Pentecostal Church in Boston. Under 

Stuart’s leadership, the church’s activities are largely community orientated and set to the needs of 

Boston those who live there. To help those with not enough food, Restore has been running soup 

kitchens three nights a week since 2013. To help the homeless, Restore made available a 4-bedroom 

property for homeless men since 2017 and now are planning to make available a house for women 

who are homeless. The church also runs a variety of other activities and specialist groups for different 

communities. This includes groups for the youth and the elderly. There are plans to start a group for 

those suffering from loneliness as well as to deliver family coaching training sessions for families.  

The congregation includes worshippers of eleven nationalities: “Our congregation is a picture of 

Boston. We have Latvians, Polish, Romanians, Nigerians, Kenyans, Zimbabwean, Welsh, English, 

Indian, and Pakistani. For me that’s really important. I would hate to be in a church with only white 

British people because I love the flavour of our church. We do a meal together once every two months. 

The way everyone speaks and their culture, the big melting pot. It’s amazing”.  

Living in Boston 

From the perspective of someone who moved to Boston in 2013 and has lived there for six years, 

Stuart sees the tensions in the community and the strong support for Leave in the 2016 EU referendum 

among Boston residents as a consequence of the speed of change and the high migration into Boston 

post 2004: “It’s all to do with change. In Boston, you have some people who have never been out of it. 

Born and bred here. Never moved. So, they don’t have that wide worldview. And all they see is change. 

Although it’s change for the better. For example, the amount of food shops here is amazing”.  

For Stuart, some of the issues arise from the lack of interaction among the different community groups 

and limited opportunities for individuals from one community to befriend and get accustomed to 

others from different communities. This has led to generalisations, misunderstandings as well as 

further divisions and tensions among the communities: “People would bundle everyone in together. If 

someone is drinking in a park, and if it’s a Polish guy, that means that all the Polish are the same. It’s 

generalising people. Then, they get a neighbour who is Polish and they are like “Argh” until they get to 

know them. And then they are like ‘Oh, they are really lovely”. To me, that’s what I see as an issue. 

People really need to go with the change. It’s hard sometimes. People really struggle with change. 

Their old neighbour has been their 30 years and they are gone, and someone new comes in and does 

things differently”.  

While acknowledging that the 2016 EU referendum and its aftermath had an impact on community 

relationships, Stuart cautions against conflating Boston’s strong leave vote with racism: “It was not 

surprising to see the results of the vote. It was going to be high. I don’t agree with people who say it’s 

a racist thing. I think it’s just a game change and it’s people worrying about coping with that. They 

worry that there will be more and more migrants, there will be another influx, and another and 

another. Mainly it’s that. So that has intensified stuff. It hasn’t helped. But the more of us there are 

who are doing [community building] stuff, [the more] we can repair what’s been broken”. 

Support from Inclusive Boston: Leadership Forum and its potential impact on the community  
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Stuart partakes in the Leadership Forum on behalf of Restore. At the time of the interview, the 

Leadership Forum had met once but Stuart was very positive about the potential impact it could have 

on community relations in Boston: “I see it as a really good thing raising up leaders in the town from 

all different walks, different backgrounds, different nationalities. It’s a good thing because everyone 

will come with different ideas on how the town should be. Anything that brings that inclusivity in the 

town is good. For me, it’s all about raising up leaders”.  

The work of the Leadership Forum in supporting Boston residents to become leaders and helping them 

develop leadership skills is critical for community cohesion. Stuart identifies the potential that 

supporting people to become leaders can have in the longer-term and with a view towards building a 

different more diversity-inclusive future for Boston: “As we were sitting around the table in the first 

meeting, there were a lot of doers and actually what we need is more leadership. Without leadership 

people don’t raise up. Or they do, but have something that’s missing and they often fall. And it’s such 

a shame when you see someone who is gifted and just needed a bit of direction. So, for me that’s what 

I think this could really raise up. In 10 years, councillors, MPs, just people in the town who are leaders 

in different areas, different spheres, with the same heart, same mind, and just build this place. That 

would be great. Leaders from all different parts of the community, which is what you want”.  

Stuart appreciated the diversity of the Leadership Forum and identified the potential benefits of 

working across different communities through joint activities while raising those with leadership 

potential so their work can have greater impact: “The Inclusive Boston project is great. The first 

meeting was good. There was a Polish lady there, who used to come to the food bank and give advice 

on money. It was nice to see she was there because she is a bit of a leader in that community. There 

was a Lithuanian lady who gives language lessons and she is a bit of a leader in that community. So, it 

was good to see different people. We haven’t really worked much across different groups or joint 

activities. I know that some people have tried it. I know that the two ladies have tried to do different 

events. And it’s good. We need to be inclusive and we need to try to work together”.    

As well as bringing together the different communities at joint events, Stuart also recognizes the need 

to keep continuing the work that is being carried out separately in various community groups. These 

are necessary to tailor the support provided to the needs of particular communities: “But what we 

mustn’t do is to be afraid that sometimes we would do something on own. That’s where fear breeds 

and then fractures happen: ‘Oh, they are doing that now’. That’s fine. Let them do that. Because 

actually they are reaching some people that they need to reach. When we do something together, 

that’s great and it doesn’t matter if one group doesn’t come. We try to work together and do things 

together and at the same time we can also do things separately as long as these separate things are 

not bringing people apart. For me, that is a really important thing. That we need to be inclusive but we 

shouldn’t fear that we’re also doing something separate”.  

Stuart saw a key part of his role as helping families who are in difficult situations through strengthening 

those families and changing their attitudes as well as behaviours towards migrant communities: “For 

me, we work on a simple thing ‘see a need, fill a need’. We’re seeing families out there who are 

struggling. And it actually leads to hatred towards other communities. So, we’re coaching, mentoring 

them, helping them.  It’s about bringing communication in families back in. If we can get that right and 

get families on then you can start looking at the next part. So, if the families are alright, that changes 

behaviour and thought patterns. It’s all about that inclusiveness and bringing people together”.  
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INCLUSIVE BOSTON CASE STUDY: Boston More in Common  

Background  

Boston More in Common was established by Julian Thompson in 2016 in the aftermath of the murder 

of the Labour MP Jo Cox, the EU referendum and the resulting strong vote share for leave in Boston, 

divisive media representations of Boston and increasing community tensions. Boston More in 

Common took its inspiration from Lambeth More in Common. The name of both groups derives from 

Jo Cox’s words that “we are far more united and have far more in common than that which divides 

us”. The group seeks to apply this approach to Boston. 

The aim of Boston More in Common is to promote community cohesion and integration, bring 

together diverse communities as well as challenge negative perceptions in the media of Boston and 

Boston residents.  “It’s all about connecting groups together. I know Inclusive Boston does this with 

the meetings with different people. But before that came about More in Common was an idea to bring 

everybody together to make them aware of what’s going on so that you can share resources and do 

things together and that’s when communities come together. Little groups work better as 

communities”.  

The group’s committee is composed of both long-term residents as well as community leaders from 

the different migrant groups in Boston, including the Polish, Lithuanian and Latvian communities. The 

founder recounts the early days: “Initially, not a lot happened because it was in the wake of Brexit in 

2016. My time was spent going out and reaching out to groups. The Polish group, Lithuanian group, 

the scouts, the karate group, every group I could think of to make them known of what my ideas were 

and then to pull on those resources when we needed to. There are a lot of groups out there I’m 

connected with.  The rugby club is short of young players and also want to encourage Eastern 

Europeans. So, we can work with them to do that as well. The Polish Saturday School wants to come 

into it. We’ve really well connected with them now”. 

The group started small with limited funds. It then received £10,000 from the Big Lottery Fund to use 

for community events. They also engage in additional fundraising activities. Several committee 

members also participate in other community groups, such as Christmas in Boston and the Inclusive 

Boston’s Leadership Forum.  

Bringing communities together through events   

Boston More in Common focusses on organising diverse community events to bring together varied 

audiences that include both long-term residents and those from the migrant communities. A key first 

step was enabling trust with different stakeholders: “There was a bit of distrust at first with More in 

Common because they didn’t know who the group were. Once we gained that trust, then they went 

back to their friends and said it’s OK. Many of the events we were doing – like trips down the river - 

they were free. So they began to trust us. It’s about getting people together”.Among their recent 

events was an ‘80s disco which attracted a multicultural audience of over 350 people. The event was 

received very positively by the community: “One person, her mum is from Lithuania. It was the first 

time she’s been out for a party since she’s been here. She does not speak much English. Her daughter 

speaks for her but she enjoyed it. She got up and danced. It was a true people getting together.  Like-

minded people. They felt safe in our environment”. The event also opened up new opportunities for 
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interaction among the different groups in Boston with some migrant residents commenting to the 

organisers that: “it was the best time they’ve had since they came here, for many years. They are very 

keen to integrate and that provided the platform”. A raffle at the event raised £500 for the Christmas 

in Boston group to contribute to lights for Christmas 2019. The raffle prizes were mainly donated by 

the owners of the Eastern European shops in Boston, Spalding and Skegness.  

Boston More in Common also organised a very popular Christmas event for children. The entry cost 

was set low to attract a wide audience and enable the different communities to mix. One migrant 

community member described the event as “the best Christmas party I’ve been to for children. When 

are we doing it again?”. Other events organised by Boston More in Common included boat trips, Teddy 

Bear’s Picnic, Easter Egg painting and excursions to London to meet the More in Common group from 

Lambeth.   

Using social media to create positivity and challenge negative images of Boston 

A purpose of Boston More in Common is to challenge the constant negative representations of Boston 

in both the local and national media as well as social media. The group do this through their Facebook 

group which they use to post photos from their activities and showcase their events. This is aimed at 

drowning out the bad publicity and showcasing another face of Boston: “Trying to get that positivity 

into the media on Facebook or wherever you can. Facebook is the biggest platform for it, for those who 

are negative, they used to swamp it with negativity. We sort of created positivity with it”.  As a result 

of their activities, the group has been featured on national media several times. Most recently, they 

appeared on BBC Breakfast together with the More in Common group from Lambeth.  

Boston More in Common have planned a rich programme of event for 2019 and are hoping to further 

their community-engagement aims and broaden their reach. 
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INCLUSIVE BOSTON CASE STUDY: Student at BLIC: Polish female in her 30s 

About me and why I left Poland 

I arrived in Boston in 2003 soon after graduating from university in Poland. Back then, levels of 

unemployment in Poland were very high and my parents couldn’t really help me financially. I put a lot 

of effort into my studies (Finance and Administration) and I didn’t want to do low paid work. The only 

job I could find in Poland was as a shop assistant in a village shop. I decided that this wasn’t what I 

wanted to do. I really did not want to leave Poland and I hesitated for a long time but I saw no other 

option. I had no choice really. I knew that maybe I won’t have high job satisfaction in the UK but at 

least I would be OK financially.  

My cousin had a friend in Boston who offered to help me find work and accommodation. This is how 

I ended up in Boston. I came on my own and met my husband here. We have two children. One is 12 

and the other 8 years old. The beginning was very, very hard. From the start, we planned to return to 

Poland for when our eldest became old enough to attend school in Poland. I started looking for jobs 

in Poland and we were saving money for our return. In the end, work opportunities for me in Poland 

were still limited so we decided to stay in Boston. Also, my children were born here, they have friends 

here, and their home is Boston so they didn’t really want to move to Poland. Each time I mention 

returning to Poland, my eldest says “NO! NO!”. 

We both work in food processing. I’ve worked there for 12 years. I do night shifts because when the 

children were small there was nobody to take care of them, no family support and I had to work too. 

The work is very tiring. When it’s busy, I need to push and weigh 18 tonnes of products. When I get 

home, I’m exhausted. We started a mortgage 10 years ago and we both had to work, so night shifts 

were the only option for me really. When I work my husband is off, when he works I’m off. The hardest 

time was when after night shifts I had to take the older child to school and care for the younger one 

at home. I couldn’t really rest at all. Now, they are both at school I have more time to rest, although 

at home there is always a lot to do.  

Living in Boston 

I have not had many bad experiences in Boston. Once, I had an incident at work. There were cuts in 

night shift and one of the English workers shouted at us and blamed migrants for the cuts and lack of 

pay rises.  

I don’t really integrate with English people that much. They look at things very differently. I don’t also 

have that many opportunities because of lack of time. For example, when I take my children to school 

after my 12-hour night shift, I’m very cold and tired, and I leave quickly to get some rest before I have 

to come back to pick them up. There are some children’s birthday parties we attend but you normally 

only stay for two hours and that’s it. We are not that close to other parents. We have many Polish 

friends we stay close to.  

My neighbours are all English, and they are very friendly apart from one neighbour next door who is 

quite unfriendly towards us and we have had several negative reactions from him. He is elderly and 

his wife passed away recently so maybe this is why he is behaving that way. I’m not sure why he is so 
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negative towards us. His wife was always friendly. We chatted and she brought me Polish papers and 

sometimes bought gifts for the children.  

Learning English at BLIC 

I’ve learned English back in Poland and I have relied on that knowledge since I arrived. It was basic but 

allowed me to get by. I couldn’t dedicate more time to learning English as I was working a lot and had 

a young family to take care of. Now my children are at school I have more time for myself.  

At work, everyone comes from outside the UK so I only have contact with other migrants. I work with 

people from Poland, Lithuania, Latvia and Portugal. Many people I work with speak Russian, which I 

know well too, so we often communicate in Russian. There are no English employees working with us 

on night shifts, apart from my supervisor. You don’t really need to use English at all.  

I have been attending English classes at BLIC for about a year. I attend every week for two hours. I pay 

£4 which is very affordable. Depending on my shifts at work, sometimes I am very tired after my night 

shift but I still come. I joined the course because in the longer term I want to change my job. Not yet, 

as my children are still too young. My priority at the moment is to work to earn money, doesn’t matter 

where, and be able to care for my family. This is not a dream job. Maybe in two or years I will be able 

to change jobs. I thought it would be good to improve my English to get a better job. But two hours a 

week is not enough.  

I really like the classes. They have helped me gain confidence. The course is for people who have some 

knowledge of English and can communicate but want to improve it further. It’s a great idea to have 

courses like the one at BLIC. I think such courses really help people. Even, just having a conversation 

in English in the class. Especially, if there are no opportunities to communicate in English at work.  

It’s a pity not everyone takes the opportunity to participate. But I think this is because of work 

commitments. People, like me, don’t have time. If I had more time, I would participate more. At BLIC 

they organise various trips and additional courses but I really don’t have the time. I try to attend the 

classes every week because I get a lot from it. I would really like to do more at home but I don’t have 

time to dedicate to studying. Sometimes, I revise during my break at work. I am really, really happy 

with the classes and my level of English has obviously improved. It helps when I go to parents’ 

evenings, the hospital or GP practice. I am able to also help others with filling out documents. When 

we were buying a house, we never sought help in translating documents. We did it ourselves. I 

understand more than I can say. Attending classes really helps. It’s given me confidence. I know it’s a 

small group and nobody will laugh at me. I know that the teacher can correct me if I make a mistake. 

I have met new people through BLIC. At the end of the term, we have a celebration, which is nice. 

Maybe these are not close friendships but it’s still nice to meet in class every week.  
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INCLUSIVE BOSTON CASE STUDY: Student at BLIC: Lithuanian female in her late 20s 

About me and why I left Lithuania 

I came to Boston in 2013 from Lithuania. I have two children aged nine and seven. In Lithuania, I didn’t 

work as my children were very young but my husband worked. 

I moved to Boston with my husband for family reasons. My brother was living in Boston, and advised 

me to come to the UK to get experience and earn some money. Also, my daughter has learning 

difficulties and I could get better support for her in the UK. We plan to stay here long term. At the 

moment, we rent but are thinking about buying a house. 

Living in Boston 

I like it here in Boston. It’s not too big, not too small. I don’t have to travel far to get to work. Everything 

is close by, schools, work and so on. I don’t have any problems. Some people were scared about the 

impact of Brexit. They were panicking that they would need to go back to their country. I also think 

about it but I don’t panic. If we need to go, we’ll go. If we can stay, then we’ll stay.  

I work for an agency cleaning buses. I have a good shift working 4-9pm. It’s very good because I can 

take my children to school and can pick them up. The timing of the shifts also allows me to attend 

English classes.  

I’m very happy here and have many friends in Boston. They are from different countries and are mostly 

migrants. My colleagues are also quite international. We meet outside of work too. I also have more 

family in England. My husband’s sister lives in Boston, his brother is in London and my second brother 

lives in Dover.  

I don’t know many English people in Boston. My teacher is English. One of my neighbours is English. 

We are not so close but we sometimes chat. I know a few English parents at my children’s schools. I 

try to attend events and celebrations at my children’s schools. 

I’ve had an allotment for three years. I love it. There are two English people who also have allotments 

and we very often chat about plants. We are very good friends. They come to our allotment and ask if 

we need any plants or we share what we grow. In the summer, we don’t need to go to the market 

because we grow our own vegetables. For kids it’s also very good, you feel like in a village. Once we 

had an Open Day at the allotments and we visited the allotments of others. My children help me and 

find it very exciting. My brother and sister-in-law also have allotments. We like it because we had 

allotments in Lithuania and can have barbecues.  

Learning English at BLIC 

I started to learn English here two years ago. I found out about the classes from a friend. I asked her 

about it, how it works, what they learn, when it takes place and where. I can attend because my shifts 

at work fit well around it.  
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My reasons to attend classes are practical. I wanted to join the classes because wherever you go – a 

hospital, GP, bank or any place where you need to speak English – you need to be able to communicate 

in English and understand because you cannot always use an interpreter.  

I really like the classes. I’ve improved a lot. In the beginning, I could understand things but I wasn’t 

able to express myself in English well. Now, I am less scared to speak and I’m confident to try. I 

understand everything but sometimes I cannot say what I want. I have made some friends at BLIC. 

One friend is from Lithuania and one is from Latvia.  We meet in class but we also meet outside for 

coffees.  

Sometimes from BLIC we go on trips. I try to participate in these. Last time, we went to a museum in 

Boston which was very interesting. We had a guided tour explaining everything. We went to the 

cathedral and the tower too. We had a guide who introduced us to the history of the place. Even if 

you didn’t understand everything, he would show things and you could learn and think about it. It was 

all organised by BLIC and we didn’t have to pay.  

The classes helped me a lot. Every lesson you learn new words, you learn new phrases. I’m more 

confident when outside talking to people. At work, my boss is English and he is from Boston. When I 

speak to him, I can use new phrases I learnt in class. Also, at BLIC, we learn about how to book a GP 

appointment, how to describe how you feel, we learn the names of body organs. It’s very useful.  

I want to continue with my classes. I want to study English to become more confident. I would 

definitely recommend attending English classes to others as it is very helpful for us. We can use what 

we learn everywhere. I had an exam last year and did well. I have one certificate already and want to 

have another one.  

Future 

In the future, I want to change jobs. I don’t want to only do cleaning work. Maybe I could get a job in 

a GP reception or something like this, working with people. Bus cleaning looks like an easy job but it’s 

not. It’s very intense hard work and you have to do it very quickly. People leave a lot of litter on buses 

so there is a lot to clean. When my spoken English improves, when I can understand better and when 

I’m more confident, I will change work. 
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INCLUSIVE BOSTON CASE STUDY: Stump Volunteer: Latvian female in her early 30s 

 

About me and why I left Latvia 

I’ve been living in Boston for one year. Before I came to Boston, I lived in Riga, in Latvia. Riga is the 

capital. It’s a big and lively city. It’s very busy, with rich cultural life.  Coming to Boston was a big change 

for me.  

In Riga, I had a really good job. First, I worked as a secretary in the Ministry for Integration. When 

difficult times started for Latvia, the Ministry was closed. I decided to go to the university to study 

Fashion Design. Then, I worked for a medical centre. I had a very good job but my husband didn’t. We 

decided to come to the UK and we came to Boston because my husband’s friend lives here.  

I worked in a factory in Boston for six months. I worked in horticulture, in a greenhouse. I didn’t have 

a very good experience there. Some people there were not very nice. In Latvia, I worked in an office 

so working in a factory was a very difficult change. The environment was very different and the people 

were different too. Now, I work from home. I make clothes. I sell clothes to friends. I also make small 

souvenirs. I want to set up my own business. I speak Russian, Latvian and understand Portuguese too.  

A friend helped me write my CV in English. One day, I went to a medical centre. A woman there told 

me: “Your CV is very good, your qualifications are very good but you don’t have good English. I want 

you but you need to improve your English”.   

Living in Boston 

Boston is small, the people are very nice but the beginnings were hard. 

Speaking English is my biggest problem. When I arrived, it was very difficult for me because I didn’t 

speak much English. I learnt some English at school but my level wasn’t very good. Now, I’ve started 

speaking better and I’m learning English at Boston College. The group is very international. I’ve been 

doing it for three months, three hours a week. My husband is also attending English classes there. I 

really like the teacher. I think my English is improving because I can practice with my teacher and 

friends.  

I feel much better in Boston now. I started going to Boston College. I volunteer at Stump. I’ve made 

friends. I go to the theatre. I go to the cinema. I go to church. I go for walks in parks. It’s much better 

now. 

I’ve made many friends in Boston. I know many people through the church in Peterborough. I have a 

church group here in Boston and we go to Peterborough together. There is an English church group I 

attend to practice my English and one group that is international. I know my neighbours (English, 

Latvian and Polish) and we chat in the street. I’ve made new friends through the college and we meet 

outside class. I still keep in touch with several colleagues from the factory. I meet people through 

Stump.  
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Volunteering at Stump 

Here at Stump, I work as a volunteer in the office. I help with the food bank programme once or twice 

a week. I started over a month ago. I love it here. It’s a similar work – administrative work – to the 

work I did in Latvia. I really like it. 

I feel good working here. I like the people. I live giving back. I feel better when I can do something 

useful for others. I cannot earn all the money in the world. I think I need to work not for money. I like 

helping people and making people feel better. 

I found out about volunteering through an English friend. I told her I wanted to have a better job, 

maybe in an office, but that I don’t speak good English. She said: “Maybe you start with this small job, 

you will speak to people, you will learn English quickly”.  

It has really helped and my English is improving. I’ve met new people here. I speak to people, I write, 

I use the computer. Sometimes, I help with other administrative things. One day I also helped in the 

café. I met another volunteer, a Polish person. I also met several English people here. My aim is to 

improve my English to get a better job. 

I think there are many benefits to volunteering. I recommend volunteering to friends. 

 

Future  

At the moment, I want to stay in Boston. Maybe we’ll move to Peterborough as it’s a bigger city. In 

the future, I want to improve my English. I want to develop my business and also work in an office in 

an administrative role.  
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Appendix 3 – Beneficiary Interview Consent Form and Interview Pro Forma 
 

 
 
 
 
About this research 
 
We would like to speak to you because you have taken part in an activity that has 

been funded through the ‘Inclusive Boston’ project. This is a project that has been 

funded by the Government to help the community of Boston. 

 

The project includes different activities, from English classes, access to advice, 

events and festivals, and leadership training for those involved in the community. 

 

We are interested in finding out your views of the activities that you have been 

involved in, and the difference it has made to you.    

 

The following interview will take less than 1 hour.  You can stop the interview at any 

time. You can also choose not to answer any question.   

 

We will not share your name in any reports or publications.  Any personal details that 

you provide will be kept secure and private. 

 

This interview is being undertaken by researchers from the University of Lincoln. 

 
 
  

 
Inclusive Boston project: 
Participant Information and Consent 
Form 
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Name of researcher/s:  
 
Participant identification number:………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
Please complete and sign this consent form.   
                                                                                                            Please initial box 

 

I have read the information about the research 
 
 

 

I am happy that my personal information (e.g. contact details) will 
remain private and will not be shared  
 
 

 

I understand that I can choose not to answer any question and can 
stop the interview at any time 
 
 

 

I agree to take part in the interview 
 
 

 

 

 
 
…………………………………………………………………...…………………………….. 
Name of participant Date Signature 
 
 
 
………………………………………………………..………….……………………………..
Name of researcher                             Date                                             Signature 
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Inclusive Boston Interview Pro Forma 

 

1. About you 

 

 Can you tell me about yourself? 

 

 How long have you been resident in the Boston area? 

 

 What is your nationality? 

 

 How have you found living in Boston? Do you consider it home? 

 

2. Involvement in Inclusive Boston 

 

 Have you been involved in any of the following activities? 

o Community leadership training? 

o Volunteering? 

o Conversational English classes 

o Sought advice from the Citizens Advice Bureau 

o Attended Christmas lights celebration (or other cultural event)? 

o None of the above/ anything else? 

 

 Why did you get involved?  How did you find out about it? 

 

 What has been your experience of the project (refer to specific strand/activity)? 

 

3. Reflections on the Project 

 

 Has the activity helped you to develop any new relationships? (Refer to circle 

diagram overleaf) 

 

 Has the activity helped you become more involved in the wider community? 

 What has changed for you as a result of your involvement in these activities? 

 

 What impact do you believe these activities have had on the wider community of 

Boston? 
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4. Thoughts on the future 

 

 What are your plans for the future? 

 

 What would you say to others who are thinking of getting involved in the project? 

 What other support do you think should be made available to help community 

integration? 

 

 
 

 

Neighbours/hobbies/ 

school/clubs/societies/gym 
Friends 

Work colleagues 
Family 


